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Maureen Anderson:  

Ulysses:  the Remake 

Ulysses: the Remake is a project in process utilizing speech-to-text software to 
experiment with the similarities between the lexicons of both James Joyce’s 
Ulysses and speech recognition software in order to make a new version of 
Ulysses. As both lexicons are quite broad as well as concerned with and/or 
confined to their respective contemporaneous use of language, they both play 
like two parallel infinitesimal points in a vast though limited ocean.  

The chapter where the two main characters, Stephen Dedalus and Leopold 
Bloom, in a drunken state, finally meet, is a poor speech-to-text transcription 
of a conversation with a friend I hadn’t seen in a while over a couple of beers. 
The last chapter, Molly’s Soliloquy, roughly sixty pages of a woman’s 
contemplations on men, sex and marriage without a single punctuation mark, 
is a transcription of a computerized female voice reciting a text-to-speech file 
of the chapter.  

Currently, I am in the process of adding footnotes explaining words, terms, 
expressions, proper names, abbreviations, etc., not yet introduced into the 
English lexicon at the point in which Ulysses takes place, which the software 
transcribed incorrectly.    

The first edition without footnotes was auctioned off on December 18, 2010 
at the Kunsthaus Erfurt. 

Here the annotated version of Part I is presented.  A book form of the 
complete non-annotated version has also been sent as part of my application. 
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I 
 
 
 
 
Stately, plump Buck Mulligan came from the stare ahead, 
bearing a bowl of lather on which a mere and a razor lay crossed 
beyond and yeah, I'm girdle, sustained gently behind him by my 
morning hair and whole hellhole often in tone: 
 
-- ensuring the tall Taipei. 
 
Halted, he peered down the dark winding stairs and called up 
coarsely: 
 
-- come up, change. Come on, you fearful judgment. 
 
Only he came forward and mounted around undressed. He 
faced about and blessed gravely thrice the tower, the 
surrounding country and they'll awaking mountains. Then, 
catching sight of step and the Dulles1, he bent towards him and 
made rapid crosses in the air, gurgling in his throat and shaking 
his head. That and the Dulles, displeased and sleepy, means his 
arm from top of the staircase and looked coldly at the shaking 
gurgling face that blessed him, and coin in its length, and that the 
light unsponsored hair, grained and hued like pale oak. 
 
But Mulligan peaked an instant under the mirror and then cover 

                                                
1 John Foster Dulles (February 25, 1888 – May 24, 1959) served as U.S. Secretary of State 
under President Dwight D. Eisenhower from 1953 to 1959. 
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the bowl smartly. 
 
-- back to barracks, he said sternly. 
 
He added in a creature's tone: 
 
-- for this, O dearly beloved, is a genuine face time: body and 
soul in blood and owns. Slow music, please. Shut your eyes, 
gents. One moment. A little trouble about those white 
corpuscles. Silence, all. 
 
He peered sideways up and gave along the whistle of call, 
composite while in rapt attention, his even white teeth glistening 
here and there with cool points. Crystals to most. Two strong 
shrill whistles answered through the COM2. 
 
-- thanks, old chap, he cried briskly. That will do nicely. Switch 
off the current, will you? 
 
He skipped off with unrest and looked gravely at his watcher, 
gathering about his legs believes holds up is down. The plump 
shadowed face on who you will recall a premade, patron of arts 
in the middle ages. File quietly over his lips. 
 
-- the mockery of it, he said gaily. Your absurd name, an ancient 
Greek. 
 
He pointed his finger and family just went over to the parapet, 
laughing to himself. Stefan Davila stepped up following him 
warily halfway and sat down at the Washington still as he 
propped his near on the parapet, dip the brush in the bowl 
Unlimited cheeks and neck. 
 
But Mulligan's game voice went on. 
 
-- my name is absurd to: launching Mulligan, choose death tolls. 
But it had a Helena Greene, hasn't it? Shipping and funny like 

                                                
2 Component Object Model (COM) is a binary-interface standard for software componentry 
introduced by Microsoft in 1993. 
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about himself. Numerous go to Athens. Will you, if I can get the 
ant to fork out 20 quick? 
 
Latham brushed aside and, laughing with delight, cried: 
 
-- will you come? The dizzying Jesuit. 
 
CCing, he began to shave with care. 
 
-- Johnny, Mulligan, says quietly. 
 
-- yes, my love? 
 
-- how long is I'm going to stay in this town? 
 
But Mulligan showed a sheep in sheep over his right shoulder.  
 
--God, isn't it dreadful? Differently. Upon his accident. He 
thinks you're not a gentleman. God, those bloody English. 
Bursting with money in indigenous. Because it comes from 
Oxford. You know, the dollar, you have real author matter. He 
can't make you out. Oh, my name for you the best: change, and 
I laid. 
 
She really over his chin. 
 
-- it was raining all night about the panther, the Senate. Where is 
the case? 
 
-- willful lunatic, Mulligan said. We went from? 
 
-- I was, to say with energy and growing here. Here are the men I 
don't know reading and moaning to himself about shooting a 
black panther save men from drowning. I'm not a hero, 
however. If he sees I'm here I am all. 
 
But Mulder found that the latter recently. He hopped down 
from his perch and begin to search his charter top peacefully. 
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-- Scudder, practically. 
 
He came over to the unrest in, pressing ahead into Steffen's 
upper pockets said: 
 
-- let alone of your new or white generator. 
 
Stefan suffered him to pull out and hold on show by its corner 
and every crumpled handkerchief. But Mulligan wiped the razor 
blade neatly. Then, eating over the handkerchief, he said: 
 
-- but our news rack. The new article or for our Irish poet Coral: 
not really. It almost CC, can't you? 
 
Ineptitude apparently again and gazed out over the bay there will 
pay out hair stirring lightly. 
 
-- God, he said quietly. Even as he went out and call it Olin 
agrees the mother? It's not greasy. This road and tighten the sea. 
FTE3 will know home town. develops, agrees. I must teach you. 
You must present in the original a lot for! A lot! She is a great 
sweet mother. Common low. 
 
Stefan stood up and went over to the parapet. Leaning on it he 
looked down on the water and on the mailing vote clearing the 
harbor mouth Kingstown. 
 
-- our mighty mother, Apollo said. 
 
He turned abruptly he is researching ice from the CSS4. 
 
-- and things you killed your mother, he said. S/he will let me 
have anything to do with you. 
 
-- someone killed her, says Lee. 

                                                
3 Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise 
4 Cascading Style Sheets, a style sheet language used to describe the presentation semantics (the 
look and formatting) of a document written in a markup language. Its most common application 
is to style web pages written in HTML and XHTML, but the language can also be applied to any 
kind of XML document, including SVG and XUL. 
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-- he couldn't meltdown, dammit, change, and you're going to ask 
you, will you. I'm hyper boring in as much as you. But think of 
your mother gave you with us to commune down and pray for 
her. And you refused. There is nothing sinister in the... 
 
Ueberroth5 and live again lightly his Archie. Tolerant smile 
crosses let us. 
 
-- a lovely summer, the murder to himself. Change, the lowliest 
murmur of them all. 
 
PJ evenly and with care, in silence, seriously. 
 
Stefan, and LL restaurant ejected Granite, leases, yes his brow 
engages the brain it is shiny black ghostly. Pain, that was not yet 
the pain of love, and as far. Timely, the dream she had come to 
him after her death. We survived within its loose brown gray 
clothes giving off an order of wax and Rosewood, her breath, 
that had been on, new, reproachful, we will err away ashes. 
Across the threadbare age he saw as he hails a degree he 
muttered by the welfare voice beside him. The ring of a guy I 
held it over enough liquid. A bowl of white china had stood 
beside her deathbed Linda Greenslade file which she had torn 
up for arriving there is a growing on me. 
 
But Mulligan wiped it is reasonably. 
 
--, were or my comedy set in the convoys. Must you ensure if 
you knows rats how it is that Hendry? 
 
-- they fit well enough, if it answered. 
 
But Milligan attacked the Howell beneath his upper lip. 
 
-- the mockery of it, he said contentedly, secondly they should 
be. God knows what proxy problems he left them all. I have a 

                                                
5 Peter Victor Ueberroth born September 2, 1937, an American executive, who served as the 
sixth commissioner of Major League Baseball from 1984 to 1989. 
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lovely pair that hairspray6, gray. You'll looks spiffy in a. I'm not 
joking, change. You'll damn well when you're dressed. 
 
-- thanks, Stefan said. I can't wear them if they are gray. 
 
-- the camera, a Mulligan told his face in the near. A hit is a hit. 
He killed his mother that he can't wear gray trousers. 
 
He called it is really neatly in the stroking house of fingers felt 
the smooth skin. 
 
Stefan turned his gaze from the sea to the plump face with this 
blue smoke mobile eye. 
 
-- that fell out with initiate last night, says that Mauldin, if you had 
he. P. I. Eat up and I felt was the only word. General paralysis of 
the insane. 
 
He spoken or asked circle in the air/tidings abroad online now 
great intimacy. It's currently in shameless left in the ages of his 
white glittering key areas laughter ceased all strong while drunk. 
 
-- with yourself, he said. 
 
7.4 and here and here held out to him, up by crooked crack, 
here on in. As he and others see. We chose a space for me to 
mark this star by true grit of Vernon. Ask me to. 
 
-- I think it is the room, a London said. It has her all right. And 
always keep being looking servants were lucky. Linden on 
antique temptation. And her name is Ursula. 
 
Laughing again, he brought the mirror away from Steffens. I. 
 
-- the range of how the not see space in the near, he said. If wow 
were only a lot. New paragraph drawn by linking, Steffen said 
the bitterness: 

                                                
6 Hair spray (also hair lacquer, spritz, or sticky water) is a common household aqueous solution 
that is used to keep hair stiff or in a certain style. 
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-- is a symbol of Irish art. The glasses are Erie. 
 
The Mulligan suddenly linked his arms to walk with him around 
the tower, his reasoning here are any popular yet. 
 
-- is not here to teach you like that, change, is it us in the Isa7 
kindly. God knows you have more spirit than any of them. 
 
Perry again. He fears the lesson of my heart as I fear that it is. 
The polls Johann. 
 
-- cracked looking glass of the servant. Tell that to the op shop 
downstairs attention for any Erie is thinking with money and 
things here and a gentleman. His old phone me and by selling a 
to z is with some waistline or other.com case, if you and I can 
only work together you might Island. How nice it. 
 
Cranley's arm. His arm. 
 
-- and to think of your happened today from the swine. I'm the 
only one that knows what you are. Why don't you trust me? 
What have you up your nose against me? Is it any time? If you 
make any noise here operate down Seymour and will give him 
bragging works they pay a high there are more. 
 
Young shouts of money voices in Clive corkscrews. Hell faces: 
behold the rivers with laughter, one costing another, oh, I shall 
aspire to make within his/her gently, on three summation Mark I 
shall die! Slippery than others sure with being a hairy cocks and 
hobbles roundtable, trousers down at heels, she's by a masculine 
tailoring shears. It's far past the gilded with marmalade. I don't 
want to be bad back! Don't you play it easy on me! 
 
Shots from the OpenWindows8 startling evening in law rental. If 
that partner, a friend, asked with Matthew Arnold's face, which is 

                                                
7 Isa is the eighth full-length studio album by Norwegian progressive metal band Enslaved. 
8 OpenWindows was a desktop environment for Sun Microsystems workstations which handled 
SunView, NeWS, and X Window System protocols. 
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Miller on lumber on watching narrowly the dance scene modes 
of growth homes. New paragraph to ourselves... New paganism... 
I'm. 
 
-- Wednesday, seven fit. There's nothing wrong with them except 
at night. 
 
-- than what it is similar but will patiently. Cough it up and quite 
frankly you would have you been now? 
 
They halted, looking toward the let me read them in the water is 
now what. Stefan treated arm quietly. 
 
--usually a time? Yeah. 
 
-- yes, what is? I'll been answered. I don't matter anything. 
 
You look in sentenced agencies though. 11 passes Brown, 
fanning softly as their home care service over one things I die. 
 
Stefan, depressed by his own voice, said: 
 
-- you remember the first day of your house after my mother's 
death Mark 
 
But Moulton Brown quickly and said: 
 
-- what? Where? I don't remember anything you can roam yet 
he nations. Why? What happened in the name of God? 
 
-- you are making tea, since it, and then went across the land and 
more hot water. Your mother and visitors in the drawing room. 
She asked you who room. 
 
-- yes? But believe that. What did I say? I forget. 
 
-- he said, is the answer, oh, it's only those whose mother is the 
day. 
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Leftwich may see younger and more engaging rose about 
bulletins he. 
 
-- did I say that? He asked. Well? What harm is that? 
 
Misha is constrained from him nervously. 
 
-- and what is that, yeah, your mothers or yours or my own? He 
saw only her mother died. That's on top off every day and the 
master enrichment and cut up into the tribes in the dissecting 
room. If the DC being and nothing el. It simply doesn't matter. 
You will kneel down to pray for your mother under the bed 
when she asking. Why? Because you had this to say in you, only 
injected the wrong way. To me at all mockery of the sleep. The 
cerebral loads are not functioning. She called the doctor said 
Peter Tycho and buttercups often quote. Humor is over. Across 
your last wish -- and yet you still with me because I don't win 
away from hiring you from the left. Absurd! I suppose I could 
say. I didn't mean to offend the memory of your mother. 
 
Yet spoken himself and the boldness. Stefan shielding the geeky 
moon which the words had left in his heart, said very coldly: 
 
-- I'm not thinking of the offense to my mother. 
 
-- what, then? The holiday half. 
 
-- of the events to me, Seth answered. 
 
But Mauldin swung round on his heel. 
 
-- oh, and a possible person! He exclaimed. He walked up 
quickly around the parapet. Stefan stood at his post, eating over 
the COM see towards that headline. CNN9 headline now grew 
dim. Pulses were beating in his eyes, billing their site, and he felt 
the fever of his cheeks. The voice within the tower call called 
loudly: 

                                                
9 Cable News Network, almost always referred to by its initialism CNN, a U.S. cable news 
channel founded in 1980 by Ted Turner.  
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-- are you up there, Mulligan! 
 
-- I'm coming, but Mulligan answered. 
 
He turned toward seven instead: 
 
-- the BBC10, what do they care about offenses? Chuck Lowe, 
change, and come on down. Assess and not one of his morning 
rashers. 
 
His head halted again for a moment at the top of the staircase, 
level with the group. 
 
-- don't mow over it all day, he said. I'm in consequent. Give up 
the moody brooding. 
 
His head vanished but the drone of this dissenting voice 
boomed out of the stair head: 
 
A Nomar turned aside and brewed 
Upon loves bitter mystery 
For fairness rules to brazen cars 
 
When shadows floated silently by through the morning piece 
from the stare ahead C. Ward where he gaze. And sure and 
father out the mirror of water white, spurred by a life shot 
hurrying feet. Preston didn't see. But Twining stresses, 2 x 2. A 
hand plucking the heartstrings merging their whining courts. 
Wade Wyatt wedded words shimmering on the Dems tie. 
 
Cloud began to cover the sun slowly, shadowing the day and 
deeper green. It lay behind them, a bowl of bitter waters. 
Services song: I saying it alone in the house, holding down the 
long dark courts. Her door was open: she wanted to hear my 
music. Silent with a pity I went to her bedside. She was crying in 
her wretched bed. For those words, Steffen: love's bitter mystery. 
 

                                                
10 British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) the largest broadcasting organisation in the world. 
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Where now? 
 
For secrets: old feather fans, tasseled dance cards, powdered 
musk, daughter of Emperor beads in her loft tour. Birdcage 
home in sunny window of her house when she was a girl. She 
heard old Royce seen in the pantomime of Turco a terrible and 
laugh with others Wednesday: 
 
I am the boy 
I can enjoy 
Invisibility. 
 
Phantasm Homer, pulled it away: most perfumes. 
 
And no more turn aside and threw 
 
Pulled away in the memory of nature with her toys. Memory is 
and brooding brain. Her glass of water from the kitchen tap 
when she approached the sacrament. According out, those with 
brown sugar, resting for her at the half on a dark autumn 
evening. She fingernails reddened by the blood of slots license 
the children's shirts. 
 
Any dream, silently, she had come, her wasted body within its 
leaves great clothes giving off an order of life, her breath that 
over and needs the words, of being order of what it ashes. 
 
Her pleading eyes, staring out of death, she invented soul. On 
me alone. Because candle to light her agony. Ghostly light and 
tortured face. Her horse while breath rattling and war, while all 
trade on their knees. Or I need to start me down. When we got 
a new to you on to your name on it so wrong to hormone sit on 
that: EU be on TM Cheney for genome chorus X11. yacht. 
 
Cool! Sure corpses! 
 
No matter. Let me be imminent. 
 

                                                
11  
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-- change envoy! 
 
But Mulder's face saying from within the tower. He came nearer 
up the staircase, calling again. Stefan, still trembling at his souls 
cry, her were really a pain in the air-friendly word. 
 
-- develops, come down, but I won't see. Breakfast is ready. I was 
apologizing for me last night. It's all right. 
 
-- upcoming, Sutton said, Charlie. 
 
-- duke, for decency, but will say. 
 
They are all our sakes area 
 
This is the year can be cured. 
 
-- I told him your symbol of Irish are either very clever. Touch 
them for a quick, will you? AP, i.e. 
 
-- I get paid this morning, seven set. 
 
-- the school it? Bob Holden said. How much? Or quit? 
Windows one. 
 
-- if you, Stefan said. 
 
-- porcine farms, the following cry of delight. We have a glorious 
room to list on this is really. Four defendants are. 
 
Utah is turned down the stone stairs, seeing out to you with a 
cardiac 
 
Oh, we have been married by 
The whiskey, beer and wine, 
A coronation 
Coronation day? 
Oh, only not married time 
Coronation day? 
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Warm sunshine manner you see. Negotiating Paul Schon, Ron, 
I'm sure. Question everything am? Related their day, forgotten 
friendship? He went over to it, I can a while, feeling the 
coolness, smelling the plan is lower the latter in which the stock. 
So if. The boat is in bed at home goes. I am another now you 
see. So thank you. So the servant. 
 
Gloomy new living room Tyler Mulligan down form move 
briefly about her to and fro, I immediately yellow glow. To shot. 
If I fell off my floor from my bar: Annette E. a very close a few 
of fried grease floated, three. 
 
-- will be shown, but Mauldin said. I, open the door, will you 
were 
 
Seven latest taking bold law. A tall figure rose from and I were at 
his hitting, went to Norway below the inner doors. 
 
-- Patty Key? A voice asked. 
 
-- develop headache, but believe it. eMac12, I'm sure. He howled 
without looking up from the fire: 
 
-- sheesh! 
 
-- it's in the law, said, coming forward. 
 
Bikinis free ground harshly twice and when to ignore incentives 
are, welcome my right air enter. I stood at the doorway, looking 
out. Stefan Hall is updated only to the table and sat down to 
wait. But Mauldin talked with Frey on edition five. They carried 
additional varsity of the needles indefinitely I've read the. 
 
-- I'm melting, he said, at the candle remarked win. Period. The 
house. Not a word more on that subject. You, wake up. Bread, 

                                                
12 The eMac, short for education Mac, was a Macintosh desktop computer made by Apple Inc. It 
was originally aimed at the education market, then available as a cheaper mass market option 
over Apple's second generation iMac. 
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butter, honey. Hi, come in. The growth is ready. Let us, Lord, 
and he ideas. Where the sugar? Oh, J., there's no mill. 
 
Say hello and a pot of honey and butter letter from the locker. 
But Molina set down unless I had. 
 
-- what sort of get is this? He said. I told her to come after me. 
 
-- you get blacks to set. There's a lesson in the locker. 
 
-- oh, damn you and your parents fat, upload it. I went the 
oatmeal. 
 
Hi Katie in the doorway quietly: 
 
-- that woman is coming up at the mill. 
 
-- the blessings of God, but moving right, going up from his 
chair. Sit down. For a key here. You should revisit that. Here, I 
can go later in the day. Yeah cryonic dishes for a replay, saying: 
 
-- in no mind' edit DVD13 at... the key. 
 
I down or tea. 
 
-- I'm giving you two months each, he said. But, I say, Mulligan, 
DU14 makes Sean T., don't you? 
 
Molding, human life is a low, then in an old woman leading boy: 
 
-- one of the DNA15 key, all mother grew. And when I were a 
water. 
 
-- I do, it is T., I said. 

                                                
13 DVD, also known as Digital Video Disc or Digital Versatile Disc, an optical disc storage media 
format, and was invented and developed by Philips, Sony, Toshiba, and Time Warner in 1995 
14 The University of Delhi, a central university situated in Delhi, India and is funded by 
Government of India, established in 1922 
15 Deoxyribonucleic acid, a nucleic acid that contains the genetic instructions used in the 
development and functioning of all known living organisms and some viruses. 
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A moment when a Kiwi wiki: 
 
-- so I do, Mrs. Coffelt, says she. They got, man, says Mrs. 
Carville, God send you don't meet them in the one pop. 
 
US towards his mess may turn a thick slice of bread, and pale on 
the night. 
 
-- that vote, he said very earnestly, for your book, I do I find the 
second 10 pages of notes about how they saw the thunder. 
Printed by the weird sisters in the year as they went. 
 
He turned to step in and asking a fine public voice, lifting his 
browse: 
 
-- can you recall, brother, his mother Rubens and water pot 
spoken of in the matter and knew even or is it in the up paying a 
shot? 
 
-- I doubt it, says gravely. 
 
-- do you know? But Mulligan said in the same tone. Your 
reasons, pray? 
 
-- I. fancy, etc. says EA16, he did not exist in or out of the method 
no yen. Mother program was, one imagines, begins woman at 
Marianne. 
 
But while in space my delight. 
 
-- charming, he said in a pinnacle see ways, showing his white 
teeth and thinking about it with me. Do you think she was? 
Quite charming. 
 
Then suddenly overcrowding all his features, he grown in a 

                                                
16 Electronic Arts, Inc. an international developer, marketer, publisher and distributor of video 
games. Founded and incorporated on May 28, 1982 by Trip Hawkins, the company was a 
pioneer of the early home computer games industry and was notable for promoting the designers 
and programmers responsible for its games. 
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worsened raspy voice as he queued again vigorously at the low: 
 
-- for all Marianne 
She doesn't care again, 
But, you know a code's area.. 
 
He crammed his mouth with Frey and lunged in drug. 
 
The way was darkened by an entering form. 
 
-- the mill, sir. 
 
-- come in, ma'am, Mulligan said. Kinch, get the job. 
 
An old woman came forward and stood by Stefan's elbow. 
 
-- that's a lovely morning, sir, she said. Glory be to God. 
 
-- to whom? Mulligan said, glancing at her. I, to be sure. 
 
Seven reach back and took a milk truck from the locker. 
 
-- the Islanders, Logan said to Heinz casually, he creepily of the 
collector of prep uses. 
 
-- how much, sir? At the old woman. 
 
-- a court, Steffen said. 
 
He watched her poorer into the measure and thence into the job 
rich white milk, not hers. Old trump impacts. She poured again 
and measure full and the chili. Walden secret she had entered 
from the morning world, maybe a messenger. She praised the 
goodness of the mill, pouring out. Action by patient cow at 
daybreak in the plush field, a witch on her toadstool, her 
wrinkled fingers quick at this working dogs. They load about her 
whom they knew, do silky cattle. Silk of the kind and poor old 
woman, names given her an old times. Wondering prone, lowly 
from an immortal serving her conqueror and her dating 
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betrayer, their common cup clean, a messenger from the secret 
morning. Deserved or to upgrade, whether he could not tell: but 
scorned to back her favor. 
 
-- it is indeed, ma'am, but Mulligan said, pouring milk into their 
cups. 
 
-- TK, sir, she said. 
 
He joined entertaining. 
 
-- if you could only live on good food like that, he said to her 
somewhat loudly, we went on a country full of Robin T. and 
rotgut. Living in a Bob Swamp, eating cheap food in the streets 
paved with dust, were stung in consumptive spear expects. 
 
-- are you a medical student, sir? The old woman asked. 
 
-- I am, man, but Mulligan answered. 
 
Steffen listened in scornful silence. Dollars for old ahead to a 
voice that speaks to her loudly, her bonesetter, her medicine 
man tonight: Nishi17 slights. Choose a voice that will strive in oil 
for the grade all there is of her but her woman unclean wine, of 
man's flesh made not in God's likeness, the serpents pray. And 
to the loud voice that announces her silent with wondering 
unsteady eyes. 
 
-- do you understand what he says? Stefan Astor. 
 
-- if your friends you are talking, sir? The woman said the Heinz. 
 
Heinz spoke to her again a longer speech, competently. 
 
-- Irish, but Mulligan said. Is there a vagina? 
 
-- I thought it was Irish, she said, by the sound of it. Are you 

                                                
17 Norihiro Nishi (西紀寛 Nishi Norihiro, born May 9, 1980), a Japanese football player who was 
capped 5 times for the Japanese national team. 
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from the West, sir? 
 
-- I am an Englishman, I answered. 
 
-- eating less, but Mauldin said, anything see us speak Irish in 
Ireland. 
 
-- surely ought to, the old woman said, and I'm ashamed I don't 
speak the language myself. I'm told it's a great brand language by 
them that knows. 
 
-- granted new name for, say Buck Mulligan. Wonderful entirely. 
Fill us out some more tea, kids. Would you like a cup, ma'am? 
 
-- no, thank you, sir, the old woman said, flipping the reign of the 
milk can honor for harm and about to go. 
 
I said to her: 
 
-- how do you build? We had better pay her, molded, haven't 
we? 
 
Seven 3 cups. 
 
-- Bill, sir? She said, halting. Well, if the mornings of time into 
penances sentence uses the Schilling into pens over MP318 
morning support at four pence is three quarters is a shilling in 
one and two is to you and to, sir. 
 
Buck Mulligan five and having filled his mouth with a crust if we 
battered above five stretch forth his legs and began to search his 
trouser pockets areas 
 
-- happen look like, I said smiling. 

                                                
18 MPEG-1 Audio Layer 3, a patented digital audio encoding format using a form of lossy data 
compression. It is a common audio format for consumer audio storage, as well as a de facto 
standard of digital audio compression for the transfer and playback of music on digital audio 
players. MP3 is an audio-specific format that was designed by the Moving Picture Experts Group 
as part of its MPEG-1 standard. 
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In the dirt cup, spoon full of tea coloring faintly big rich milk. 
But Mulligan brought up a war in, twisted round in his fingers 
and cried: 
 
-- a miracle! Paragraph passing along the table towards the old 
limit, saying: 
 
-- ask nothing more of me, sweetie. All I can give you ideas area 
 
Definitely going in her underneath her hand. 
 
-- Will 02, he said. 
 
-- Simon and the, sir, she said, taking the point. Time enough. 
Good morning, sir. 
 
Chi courtesy in one hour, followed by the Mulligan tender 
chant: 
 
-- heart by heart, or more, 
Or would be laid at your feet. 
 
He turned his stuff and then said: 
 
-- seriously, the Dulles. I'm stunning. Hurry out to your school 
And bring us back some money. Today are mustering in junket. 
Ireland expects that every man this day will do his duty. 
 
-- that reminds me, I say, writing, but I have to visit your national 
library today. 
 
-- Muslim first, Malkin said. 
 
He turned to step in and at family: 
 
-- it is the day for your monthly watch, change? 
 
They said that Heinz: 
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-- the unclean buyer makes a point of watching once a month. 
 
-- all Ireland is lost by go straight, Simpson said as he let honey 
trickle over a slice of the low. 
 
Times from the corner were not being easily a star about to lose 
collar of his tennis shirts so: 
 
-- I intend to make a collection of your savings if you will let me. 
 
Speaking to me. And Washington Times19. I've invited and went. 
Conscience. Yet here's a spot. 
 
-- that one of the cracking laugh of his servant being the symbol 
of Irish art is used good. 
 
But mauling case that was put under the table and set with warm 
tongue: 
 
-- Wade Xavier M. on Hamlet, I area 
 
-- well, I mean it, Heinz said, still speaking to step in. I was just 
thinking of it when that poor old preacher came in area 
 
-- would have made money by? Step than asked. 
 
I laughed and, as he took his software from the old faster than 
Hannah, said: 
 
-- I don't know, I'm sure.  
 
Shall to the doorway. But Morgan Bennett processed evidence 
that the horse figure: 
 

                                                
19 Washington Times is a daily broadsheet newspaper published in Washington, D.C., the capital 
of the United States. It was founded in 1982 by Unification Church founder Sun Myung Moon, 
and was subsidized until 2009 by the Unification Church community. The Times is known for 
being a socially and politically conservative alternative to the larger and more well-known 
Washington Post. 
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-- you put your unit now. What do you say that for? 
 
-- well? Stefan said. The problem is to get money. From whom? 
From the milk woman from him. The chocolate, I think. 
 
-- blow them out about you, Mulligan said, and then you come 
along with your lousy leader in your gloomy judge which I. 
 
-- I see little hope, Steffen said, I'm her friend him. 
 
But Mulligan sighed tragically and lead his hand on Stefan's arm. 
 
-- from knee, change, he said. 
 
It has suddenly changed Tony added: 
 
-- to tell you the God street I think you're right. Damn all else 
they are good for. Why don't you play them as I do? To hell 
with them all. Let us get out of the cab. 
 
He stood up, greatly and girdled Angus wrote himself of the 
scam, saying resignedly: 
 
-- moldy Mr. of his garments. 
 
He emptied his pockets on the table. 
 
-- they're just not right, he said. 
 
I'm putting on his stiff collar and rebellious tie, he spoke to 
them, chiding them, and is dangling watch team. His hands 
plunged and rummaged in his strong widely cleaned for a clean 
handkerchief. I'd invite of inlet. God, will simply have to dress 
the character. I want whose gloves and green boots. 
Contradiction. Do I contradict myself? Right about then, I found 
myself. Mayor Rico bocce. When I missile flew out of this 
talking in. 
 
-- and there's your Latin quarter hat, he said. 
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Steffen picked it up and put it on. I called to them from the 
doorway: 
 
-- are you coming, you fellows? 
 
-- I'm ready, willing and answered, going toward the door. Come 
out, case. I know that, I suppose. I have to agree words indeed, 
saying, well my sorrow: 
 
-- and going for a minute utterly. 
 
Stefan, taking -- for from his leading ladies, I'll now and, as they 
went down the ladder, polls as though her door and lock it. He 
he he she is in her pocket. 
 
At the political at all of you now: 
 
-- he he he? 
 
-- I have it, Steffen said, proceeding in.  
 
He walked on. 
He heard a moving love with the bath towel leaders she's Burns 
or grasses. 
 
-- down, sir. Oh dear you, sir? 
 
I asked: 
 
-- paying rent for this hour? 
 
-- 12 ways, the militants said. 
 
-- to the secretary of state for war Paula Steffen added over his 
shoulder. 
 
They halted while kind survey the tower and said it last: 
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-- rather bleak in wintertime, I should say. Once hello you call it? 
 
-- Billy Kidd20 had been built, but Mulligan said, when the 
French were on the sea. But ours is the follows. 
 
-- Will yearly of Hamlet? I have asked of them. 
 
-- no, no, but Mulligan shouted in pain. I'm not equal to Thomas 
the plane is in the 55 reasons he has made to prop it up. Wait 
till I have a few pints in the first. 
 
Eternity Stefan, saying as he pulled down neatly the teams of his 
primrose waistcoat: 
 
-- you couldn't manage it under 3 pints, change, could you? 
 
-- it has waited so long, Stefan said listlessly, it can wait longer. 
 
-- you might hear Yossi, Hines said animatedly. Is it some 
paradox? 
 
-- who! Buck Mulligan said. We have grown out of wild and 
paradoxes. It's quite simple. You cruise by algebra that Hamlet's 
grandson in Shakespeare's grandfather and that he himself was 
the ghost of his own father. 
 
-- what? Heinz said, beginning to point out Stefan. He himself? 
 
Buck Mulligan slung his towels still wise around his neck and, 
bending in loose laughter said Stefan's ear: 
 
-- oh, she changed the elder! Jeff it in search of a father 
summation Mark 
 
-- we're always tired in the morning, Steffen said the Heinz. It is 
rather want to tell. 
 

                                                
20 William Winston "Billy" Kidd (born April 13, 1943 in Burlington, Vermont), a former alpine 
ski racer, a member of the U.S. Ski Team from 1962-70. 
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Buck Mulligan, walking forward again, raised his hands. 
 
-- this sacred time alone can find the time of the Dulles, he said. 
 
-- I need to say, I explained to step in as they followed, this tower 
and these cliffs here reminds me somehow of Eleanor. That 
Beatles over his base into the sea, isn't it? 
 
Buck Mulligan turned suddenly for an instant towards Stefan but 
did not speak. In the bright silent instant seven saw his own 
admission she dusty morning between their gray I tired. 
 
-- it's a wonderful tale, Heinz said, bringing them to halt again. 
 
I, pale at the theater when I freshened, Taylor, firm and 
prudent. BC ruler, he gave southward over the bay. Empty save 
for the smoke then there, vague on the bright skyline, and a sail 
tacking by the Muslims. 
 
-- I read a theological and rotation of it somewhere, he said the 
news. The father and the son idea. As the sons striving to 
become a father. 
 
But Mulligan at once put I'm applied broadly smiling face. He 
looked at them, well shaped mouth of an athlete, his eyes, from 
which she had suddenly withdrawn all shrewd sense, blinking 
with Maggie T. He moved adult head to and fro, the grim of his 
Panama hat quivering, and began to chant in a quiet happy 
foolish voice: 
 
-- on the grazing felt that everyone heard. 
My mother did you, my father is a bird. 
Joseph the jointer I cannot agree, 
So here's the two disciples in Calgary. 
 
He held up a forefinger of warning. 
 
-- if anyone thinks that I am divine 
He'll get no free drinks when I'm making the wine 
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I have to drink water and wish you were playing 
FMA21 when the wind becomes water again. 
 
He cut swiftly at Steffens asked my farewell and, running forward 
to a brow of the cliff, letter to his hands at his side like fins or 
wings of one about the rise in the air, enchanted: 
 
-- been on, now, bye-bye. Write down always said 
in telecom, Dick and Harry I rose from the dead. 
What's bred in the bone cannot fail me to fly 
and all of that breezy... Goodbye, now, goodbye. 
 
He catered before then down towards the 40 foot hole, fluttering 
his wing like chance, leaking mainly, agrees hat quivering in the 
fresh winds up or back to them is pretty birdlike cries. 
 
Hi, Levin laughing guardedly, walked on besides Stefan said: 
 
-- the autumn to laugh, I suppose. He's rather blasphemous. I'm 
not a believer myself, that is to say. Still this DVD takes the harm 
out of it somehow, doesn't it? What did he call it? Joseph the 
Joyner? 
 
-- the ballad of joking Jesus, Stefan answered. 
 
-- oh, I said, you have heard before? 
 
-- retired today, after meals, that said rightly Erie 
 
-- you're not a believer, are you Kumar Heinz asked. I mean, a 
leader in an era sense of the word. Creation from nothing in 
miracles and personal God area 
 
-- there's only one word, it seems to me, Steffen said. 
 
Heinz stopped to take out a smooth silver case in which twinkled 

                                                
21 The Fábrica de Aviones Córdoba or FAC, officially Fábrica de Aviones Córdoba "Brigadier 
Mayor Juan Ignacio San Martín", is Argentina's main aircraft manufacturer. It is wholly owned by 
the Argentine government. For most of its existence it was known as Fábrica Militar de Aviones 
(hence the acronym FMA), until its privatisation in the 1990s. 
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Greenstone. Springing open with him and offered it. 
 
-- thank you, Steffen said, taking a cigarette. 
 
I'm up in the South is not the case two. He put it back in if I pop 
it in took from his waistcoat pocket and nickel tinderbox, 
springing open to, and, I lit a cigarette, help the flaming thong 
toward Stefan and Michelle and area. 
 
-- yes, of course, he said, as they went on again. Either you 
believe or you don't, isn't it? Personally I couldn't stomach that 
that idea of a personal God. You don't stand for that, I suppose? 
 
-- you behold in me, Stephon said with grim displeasure, a 
horrible example free bar. 
 
He walked on, waiting to be spoken to, trailing his Ashman by 
his side. It's for rule follow lightly on the path, squeaking at his 
heels. My familiar, after me, Colleen there is. A wavering line 
along the path. We will walk on it tonight, coming here in the 
dark, you want that key. It is mine, I paid the rent. Now he is so 
great. Give him the key to. All. You asked for it. That was in his 
eyes. 
 
-- after all, I began... 
 
Steffen turned and saw the whole gays which has measured him 
was not all uncommon. 
 
-- after all, I should think you were able to free yourself. You are 
your own master, it seems to me you 
 
-- I'm serving two masters, set set, in English and Italian. 
 
-- Italian? I said. 
 
Crazy clean, old and jealous. Yeah for me. 
 
-- Heather, Steffen said, areas who wants me for our jobs. 
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-- Italian? Heinz said again. What do you mean? 
 
-- if you're the British day, to answer, polarizing, and the holy 
Roman Catholic possibly the church. 
 
I detached from his father's tobacco Corp. he spoke eerie 
 
-- I understand that, he said calmly. An Irishman must think like 
that, I do say. Yield in England that we are the you rather 
unfairly. It seems recently. 
 
A crowd of typhoons claimed over seven every time of their grief 
in the: a Luna think I'm had ode to come Ed's housemate, 
media: the slow growth and change of right and dogma like on 
rare thoughts, chemistry stars area symbol of the apostles in the 
math for both are you, we live singing alone loud and 
affirmation: and behind their chances vigilant angel bizarre the 
minister Harris here. Awarded heresies fleeing with might arrive: 
Tokyo's in the room authors of motion with one, area, warning 
his life while upon the Hunt for civility of the fun of father, 
Valentine, early price carried by, and the subtle African airfare22 
it really is who helped that I was so his own fun. Word Mulligan 
had spoken of moment in my previous review. I agree. Devoid 
of weeks surely all them that we can win: a minute, the Army 
Edwards a losing battle angels of the church, I suppose a due to 
their anger in the hour and there is an issue. 
 
Here, here. Prolonged applause. He! Gnome dB23 
Commissioner 
 
-- core readership, I fully say, I feel that one. I don't see my 
country following the hands of German views either. At their 
national problem, I'm afraid, just now. 
 

                                                
22 the price of a passenger ticket for travel by a machine capable of flight. 
23 The decibel (dB), a logarithmic unit of measurement that expresses the magnitude of a 
physical quantity (usually power or intensity) relative to a specified or implied reference level. 
Since it expresses a ratio of two quantities with the same unit, it is a dimensionless unit. A decibel 
is one tenth of a bel, a seldom-used unit. 
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Juventus at the root of the bed, watching: businessmen, old men. 
 
-- she's making a rollup harbor. 
 
Yvonne and I were North of the day some disdain. 
 
-- if I happens out there, he said. Italy swept up that way the type 
of one. If the MBTA24. 
 
The man. Seo theories about what they we are school above the 
law, go over to the fun of puffy face, full wife. Here I am. 
 
And all I have to be you will instead on a stone, in shirt sleeves, 
it to tie you over his shoulder. A young man clinging to us for a 
rock near him slowly from my relay the details of the water. 
 
-- incredibly, Milwaukee? 
 
-- down in less than a. With abandon. 
 
-- still they are? About are abandoned. As the fantasy of being 
down there. What a girl called her. 
 
-- snapshot, a? Exposure. 
 
Buck Mulligan sat down to unlink the. An elderly man was news 
for raw blowing red-faced. Is there a virus does, water glistening 
on his Haiti and on a darling of great air, water Ron really over 
his chest Hans delete just out is why I like our. 
 
But will immediately prevent his past and, glancing at times 
death, cost himself-witness the mail from address book. 
 
-- Seymour is back in town the young man said, asking again for 
rock. Chuck medicine in going into the Army.  
 

                                                
24 The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, often referred to as the MBTA or simply 
The T, "a body politic and corporate, and a political subdivision" of the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts formed in 1964 to finance and operate most bus, subway, commuter rail and ferry 
systems in the greater Boston, Massachusetts, area. 
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-- AA25, does God, the bulletin said. 
 
-- going okay he is due. You know that red her Karl go girl, 
Louis? 
 
-- yes. 
 
-- spinning with him last night on the pier. The bother is wrote it 
with money. 
 
-- is he on the pole? 
 
-- that I see more of that. 
 
-- Seymour of leading officer, a Mulligan said. 
 
He nodded to himself as the true office trousers and stood up, 
saying Tracy: 
 
-- redheaded women but what does. 
 
He broke off an alarm, feeling inside under his black picture 
Erie 
 
-- my flow is gone, hi. Revenge. Toothless can deny his 
suburban. 
 
Struggle is sure going on behind him to wear clothes lay. 
 
-- i.e. going in here, mullah26 T.? 
 
-- yes. Negative event. 
 
The young man showed the number through the water and 

                                                
25 Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) is an altruistic, international mutual aid movement describing 
itself as "a fellowship" whose members' "primary purpose is to stay sober and help other alcoholics 
achieve sobriety". AA was founded in 1935 by Bill Wilson and Dr. Bob Smith (Bill W. and Dr. 
Bob) in Akron, Ohio. After thirty days of working with Wilson, Smith had his last drink on June 
10, 1935, the date marked by AA for its anniversaries. 
26 Mullah ( ملا, Judeo-Persian/Bukhori: מולא) is generally used to refer to a Muslim man, 
educated in Islamic theology and sacred law. 
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reach the middle we continue on your. I am still, smoking. 
 
-- are you coming in? The moment you you 
 
-- later on, I said. Not only is. 
 
That way. 
 
-- ongoing, old and, he said. 
 
-- and that he, he, uploading that, he mentioned me laugh. 
 
Seven had in the key. But willingly if the close. 
 
-- and he had, he said, for kind. I bear. 
 
Do you have any on the file key. Dressing, undressing he Buck 
Mulligan erect, joined in Oregon, the only: 
 
-- he is stealing from the poor and to the Lord. The space 
Zarathustra. 
 
By fun. 
 
-- Lucy again, I say, turning of and want to have my wild Irish. 
 
Portable, of course, my own taxes. 
 
-- Bishop, a moving cry. Oh. 
 
-- good, seven Fed. 
 
He walked along the recurring. 
 
Millie Tlk. 
Turn on your phone you. 
He viewed via TM a murder in. 
 
The priests Ray in the end in which where he dressed discreetly. 
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I will not here tonight. Hall also I cannot go. 
 
Avoids sweet tone and sustain, column and from this he are you 
turn occur the week in area call again. Brown head, fields, far 
out on the water, brown Erie. 
 
A server. 
 

************************ 
New, upgrade, let's see you on? 
 
-- Trenton, sir. 
 
-- very good. Well? 
 
-- there was a battle, there. 
 
-- very good. Where? 
 
A boy and a link window. 
 
Enable developers than me. He is in some way I've been able to 
pray, then, Asian, I place leading up to you and hear everyone of 
all ages, shattered glass toppling the theory, and high when 
loaded on the plane. What to do then? 
 
-- I forget you, sir. 279 BC 
 
-- after one, step and say, when you need indeed in the course of 
our book. 
 
-- yes, sir. Anything: another victory like that and we are done 
for. 
 
I pray the world had remember are you until either the mind. 
From the sale of a courts to claim a general speaking truth 
officers, leaned upon beer. Any general to any officers. They 
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been year. 
 
-- two, Armstrong, done that. On the end of Pirates? 
 
And how higher, sir? 
 
-- Idaho, sir. Ask me, sir, going nine day. 
 
-- Lee. You, I'm sure. You know anything about Iris? 
 
A bad rule leaves suddenly announced on factual curl between 
Palm that while swallowing softly. Growth adhered tissues of the 
lives. Boys breath. Well the people, how do you plan within the. 
He wrote the, you see. 
 
-- Pirates, there? Iris, appeared. 
 
All laughed. I was after. I poked around at me, feeling the 
profile. In a moment they will laugh more loudly, aware of the 
rule end of the day. 
 
-- tell me now, said that, both in the boy's shoulder the book, 
what is it here. 
 
-- appear, sir, Armstrong said. They out in the ways. Kind of 
grief. He said Peter, there. 
 
Some again: room for me. Human the back bench with her. 
Yes. The: I've never learned nor ever been in. All. And he wants 
to be. Even, at that, fruity, Louis. Their life: their breath, too, see 
TJ, everything is reading the show. 
 
-- John Peter, Steffen said. Yet, at the appointed bridge. 
 
The words throw their day. 
 
-- how, sir? Claiming half. A bridge is across the river. 
 
I shall quote. Knowing you here. Tonight to be admitted while 
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drinking tall, Pierce College male mind. What then? A gesture 
toward his master, indulge in, we are going to Masters Paris. 
Why have they chosen on a par? Not only is. And then she has 
three was a tail like any other often her, there landed upon shop. 
 
I tire of snowfall and viability hands and arms of Julius Caesar 
did not deny to death? They are not to be a way. Time has 
branded been better they are the room of infinite possibilities 
they have house. The Cantos have been possible see if the ever 
work? Or was that only possible which came to pass? We, we 
rode the wind. 
 
-- tell a story, sir. 
 
-- oh, do, sir, the story. 
 
-- where do you begin? Stefan asks, opening another book. 
 
-- we know more, going to bed. 
 
-- go on then, chocolate. 
 
-- in history, sir? 
 
-- after, Stefan said. Go on, thought it. 
 
As for people to "talk to me under the breasts were natural. He 
resided your server is a way to tax. 
 
-- Vietnam War27, little shipper, even more 
were he is, this hour, is not dead, 
some though he be in the order you more... 
 
MSDN28 event, and actuality of the path possible. Pariseau race 

                                                
27 The Vietnam War [A 2] was a Cold War military conflict that occurred in Vietnam, Laos, and 
Cambodia from November 1, 1955 [A 1], to April 30, 1975 when Saigon fell. 
28 MSDN マガジン 7 月号 公開devamm 5 Aug 2010 7:17 PM 本日、MSDN 
マガジン  7 月号の日本語版を公開いたしました。 
申し訳ありません、今月はちょっと公開が遅れてしまい、すでに英語版は 
8月号が出てしまいました。。。 米国本社の方で管理している関係で、公開日は毎月
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for itself within the day able versus included out to see on the 
library is the women he where he had read, shelter from this 
thing of Paris, night by night. By LOL@me29 company strategy. 
They be dreaming about me: under load, and Paul, BDE30 
dealer: and in my mind there off of the, reluctant, shy writer, 
shifting her driving daily goal. I. True greatness. This will 
number on it is: solid performer for. 
 
How a reply repeated: 
 
-- Rubin here I am that walked away, 
through the years my... 
 
-- turnover, Sutton said quietly. I don't see anything. 
 
-- what, sir? Telepathically, the board. 
 
You can turn the page over. Me and went on to Athens is 
remembered. But that walked away. You're also over the craven 
heart shall live and on our part is online. Live on their interfaces 
are you going to do. And what is Caesar's, and to God what is 
God. Alone look from there, I really than you moving and 
moving on the church's. I peer you 
 
Britney, Britney, he wrote. 

                                                                                                    
月末～月初とゆるめになっておりますが、何卒ご了承ください。 
 
さてここで、最近恒例となりました MSDN マガジン人気記事 Top 5 です。 MSDN 
マガジン全記事の中から 6 月にもっともアクセスのあった記事をご紹介します。  
1. Model-View-ViewModel デザイン パターンによる WPF アプリケーション 
2. .NET Framework で関数型プログラミング手法を使用する 
3. WCF RIA Services によるエンタープライズ パターン 
4. Visual Studio 2010 での C++ と MFC の新機能の詳細 
5. VISUAL C++ 2010 と Parallel Pattern Library 
ここ 3か月ランキングを公開していますが、1位の ”Model-View-ViewModel 
デザインパターンによる WPF アプリケーション" は連続して上位に位置しています。 
そういえば、今月号にも Model-View-ViewModel 
関連の記事がありますので、ご一読ください！ 
MSDN 担当 
29 North American teenage shorthand text slang for self-depricating sense of humor 
30 BDE: Bond Disassociation Energy, example: CH3CH2-H → CH3CH2· + H·D0 = ΔH = 101.1 
kcal/mol (423.0 kJ/mol) 
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I thought I may be so. 
 
How Clinton is a vote into his satchel. 
 
-- have I heard all? Seven. 
 
-- yes, sir. Pocket 10, sir. 
 
-- half-day, sir. Thursday. 
 
-- who can answer a riddle, seven. 
 
The above votes away, and, he is rusty wrestling. Crowding 
together this draft and bottled their satchels, all battling daily: 
 
-- a riddle, certain? Ask me, sir. 
 
-- oh, ask me, sir. 
 
-- a hard one, sir. 
 
-- this is a riddle, Steffen said. 
 
The cock crew 
the sky was blue: 
development heaven 
were striking 11. 
It's time for this poor soul 
to go to heaven. 
 
-- what is that? 
 
-- what, sir? 
 
-- again, sir. We didn't hear. 
 
Her eyes were you grew bigger at the lines are repeated. After a 
silence Cochrane said: 
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-- what is it, sir? We give it up. 
 
Stefan, who served 18, answered: 
 
-- the Fox during his grandmother under a holly bush. 
 
He stood up and gave a shout of nervous laughter in which their 
cries echoed dismay.  
 
States shut the door and a voice and a quarter call: 
 
-- hockey! 
 
They broke asunder, siphoning out their benches, leaving them. 
Quickly they were gone and from the lumber room came the 
rattle of sticks and founder of their boots and tongue.  
 
Sgt. had lingering came forward slowly, showing in open 
copybook. His tangled hair and sparkling day the witness of 
unreadiness and through misty glasses week I looked up cleanly. 
On his cheek, Dole Loveless, a fossae in any way each day, 
reason and Dan as nails that. 
 
He held out his copybook. The word “sons” was written on the 
headline. And the worst looking figure in Africa at crooked 
signature with lines in the lot. There will Sgt.: his name is sealed. 
 
-- Mr. DC told me to write them all again, he said, and show 
them to you, sir. 
 
Second touch the edges of the book. Futility. 
 
-- do you understand how to do them now? He asked. 
 
-- numbers 11 to 15, Sgt. answered. The CDC31 said I wasn't 
copied them all.  
 

                                                
31 La Caisse des dépôts et consignations (CDC), parfois simplement appelée Caisse des dépôts, 
est une institution financière publique de la France créée en 1816. 
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-- any of yourself? Seven. 
 
-- no, sir. 
 
Okay: we are entangled hair and see me, yeah. If someone loves 
you, learn him in her arms and her over her of the race of the 
world would have to foot, watchfulness mail. She is lovely on a 
30. With that real? The only kid in my? Mother fostered by the 
fire and Columbus and Holyfield's show. She was no more: it 
can go in and I heard the fire, in order of growth wood ashes he 
had taken of me is gone, and he then. Poor souls on: and on that 
he is the one please are off, or you are being his or her, with her 
right I is there, listen, you there, listen, great industry. 
 
He had five veteran fall out on. He proves that in Shakespeare's 
as you are. So here is you plan classes. Hockey is run-of-the-mill 
lumber: a hollow ball and calls from the field. 
 
Across the faces of those who integrated Morris, and the number 
of letters, where I pass a square is key. Enhance, traverse, a 
partner: so: is it an even worse. I do from the world, every of 
these in Moses and he will die in, they're been Indian 
movement, flashing their mocking near this years old world, 
either as a brightness that phrase could not comprehend. 
 
-- do you understand now? They are effective for yourself? 
 
-- yes, sir. 
 
And mom she served Sgt. copy data. Waiting always forward to 
help his hand was basically the MCD32 symbols, me new 
machine dream behind his skills in. I'm more of my trees: 
subjective and objective genitive. With her people in ways our 
milk she had sent him and hidden from sight of others 
swaddling ban. 
 

                                                
32 Magnetically induced Circular Dichroism (MCD) is the differential absorption of left and right 
circularly polarized light, induced in a sample by a strong magnetic field oriented parallel to the 
direction of light propagation. 
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I have one eye, these sloping shoulders, ruthlessness. Much I 
then decide me. Too far for me to lay a hand there was more 
likely. Mine is far in his secret as our eyes. Secrets, silent, Sunnis 
and in their palaces of both our hearts: secrets of wary of their 
cheering me: tyrants willing to the room. The song was done. 
 
-- it is very simple, Steffen said as he stood up. 
 
-- yes, sir. Thanks, Sgt. answer. 
 
You drive me if she is blotting paper. His copybook back to his 
desk. 
 
-- you had better get your stay and go out to the others, Steffen 
said as he followed for the door of the boys race was for. -- yes, 
sir.  
 
Before his name was hurt, call from the playing field. 
 
-- Sgt. Mason 
 
-- Milan, Steffen said. This DVD is calling you. 
 
He stood in the porch and watch the laggard heard reports the 
scrappy fields were sharp voices were in strife. They were 
sortation teams in this GDC33 came stepping over with of grass 
with gate heard feet. When he had reached the schoolhouse 
voices again contending called to him. He turned his angry white 
mustache. 
 
There what is it now? He cried continue without you. 
 
-- Coke rain and holiday are on the same side, sir, Stefan cried. 
 
-- will you be in my city firmament, the CDC said, till every store 
order here.  
 
Nasty stuff mostly back across the field his old man's voice cried 

                                                
33 http://www.gdc-uk.org/ 
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sternly: 
 
-- what is the matter? What is it now? 
 
Fisher voices crying about him on all sides: in many forms 
closed around him, the garrison sunshine reaching the honey of 
this bill died had. They 
 
Still smoking air hung in the study with the smell of drive 
upgraded leather of its shares. Pass on the first day he bargained 
with me here. As it was in the beginning, is now. I'm aside for the 
tray of Stewart coins, based treasure of the Bob: and ever shall 
be. Snug in their spoon case of purple plush, fate, the 12 
apostles having preach to all the Gentiles: world without end. 
 
A hasty step over the stone porch in the corridor. Blowing out 
his rare mustache Mr. DC halted at the table. 
 
-- first, our little financial statement, he it. 
 
Be brought out of his coat pocket book bound by a leather 
thong. It's left open and he took from it to knows, one of joint 
house, and made them carefully on the table. 
 
-- two, he said, strapping instilling his pocketbook away. 
 
And now his strong room for the gold. Steffens embarrassed 
hand moved over the shells heat in the cold stone mortar: wealth 
and money, how reads Aaron Leopard shells: and this, oral as in 
the nearest turbine, and this, the stealth of St. James. An old 
children's ward, dead treasure, how shelves. 
 
.com a new, soft file. 
 
-- three, the CDC said, through his little city off. Either in the 
stack. See. This is for silence. This is virtually, sixth, at times. 
And here. See. 
 
Shot on it to two shillings. 
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-- 312,. I think you'll find that's right. 
 
-- think you, sir, says that, yet they are together Shiites on top of 
houses. 
 
-- thinks at all, the CDC said. You heard it. 
 
Send hand, freehand, went back to the hollow shells. Symbols to 
be in power. A month in my pocket. Simple slew reading three-
tier 
 
-- don't care it like that, the CDC said. You pull it out 
somewhere and visit. He just fine with a beast machines. You 
find them very handy. 
 
Yes. 
 
-- my often empty, Steffen said. 
 
The same room in our, the same wisdom: and I say. Three 
times now. Reuses the year. Well. I have faith in this instance if I 
will. 
 
-- because you don't say, he said, pointing his finger. You don't 
know yet what money is. Money is power, when you have lived 
as long as I have. I know, I know. You but new. But what does 
she say? Put that money in thy purse. 
 
-- I ago, seven murder. 
 
You met his gaze from the idle shells to the old men stare. 
 
-- he knew what money was, Mr. DC said. He made money. 
Posted in English and two. Do you know what is the pride of the 
English her you know what is the process for lovers of your 
emotions mouth more. 
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Disease ruler. This pixel I looked on eBay34: history is to blame: 
I mean you know my words, undertaking. 
 
-- on his end higher, Steffen said, the sun never sets. 
 
-- a! Mr. DC cry. That's not English. A French Celt said that. 
Tap to savings box against his thumbnail. 
 
-- I will tell you, he said solemnly, what it's his proudest boasts. I 
paid my way. 
 
Good men, good men. 
 
-- I paid my way. I never borrowed a shilling my life. Can you 
feel that? I know nothing. Can you? 
 
Molly, 9 pounds, repairs, one pair coaches, ties. Koran, 10 TDs. 
McCann, one of the best. Fred Ryan, two shillings. Temple, two 
lunches. Russell, Wendy, cousins, 10 shillings, Bob Reynolds, 
propagating, Kohler, three days, Mrs. Kerry, five weeks board. 
The love I have is useless. 
 
-- for the moment, though, says an answer. 
 
Mr. DC life with rich delight, putting back this 80s pop. 
 
-- a new equipment, he said to it. But one day you must view it. 
We are generous people that we must also just. 
 
-- I fear those the words, seven set, which easily.  
 
Mr. DC's mayor sternly for some moments of the national piece 
that she will run in interaction go to bed: Oliver Edward, Prince 
of Wales. 
 
-- Ukrainian old fogey and in old glory, thoughtful voice said. I 
saw three generations since O'Connell's time. I remember the 

                                                
34 “How Selling Pixels May Yield a Million Bucks,”  Wall Street Journal  22 November 2005, 
p. B1 
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fan. You know that the Orange lodges detainee for peel of the 
Union 20 years before, when or before that predates of your 
communion denounced him as a demagogue? You Finian's 
forget something. 
 
Glorious, higher and immortal memory. A lot of diamonds in 
Armagh splendid be home corpses of pop issues. Worse and 
arms, of Thatcher's government35. The black market Bible. Party 
like the Son of Man. 
 
In a brief gesture. 
 
-- I have wrote letting me too, the CDC said. Unless the hillside. 
But I am descended from Sir John Blackwood was the union 
area we are all Irish, all teams on. 
 
-- alas, Steffen said. 
 
-- Harry the years since, Mr. DC said firmly, with his mouth. 
You go to for a foot on his talk needs to write to Dublin from 
the arts of down to do so. 
 
While overall the raw 
the Rocky Road to Dublin. 
 
Across the wire on horseback with shiny copies. Soft day, Sir 
John. Update, Your Honor... JJ... To top whose job dangling on 
the Dublin. While overall the raw, law overall the red Raven. 
 
-- that reminds me, Mr. DC said. He could do me a favor, Mr. 
Dulles, some of your literary friends. I have a letter here for the 
press. Sit down a moment. I have just to copy the end. We went 
to the destiny of the window, pulled in his chair twice and read 
off some words from the sheet on the job of this typewriter. 

                                                
35 “Margaret Thatcher’s government was defined by taking the side of the people against the 
powerful, the vested interest – those whose survival depended on keeping things as they were.” 
David Cameron, Leader of Conservative Party in the UK “Margaret Thatcher’s government 
was defined by overseeing the greatest ever transfer of wealth from the bottom of society to the 
top. In the name of little people, she handed billions to the richest in tax cuts and de-regulation, 
a theft from which Britain has never recovered.” John Pilger 
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-- sit down. Excuse me, he said over his shoulder, the dictates of 
common sense. Just a moment. 
 
Shared from under his shaggy brows manuscript by his elbow 
and, letter, began to draw stiff buttons of the keyboard slowly, 
sometimes blowing as he screwed up the drum raise an error. 
 
Steffen seated himself noiselessly before the princely presence. 
Framed around the walls images of vanished horses stood on, 
their meet hands poised in the air: Lord Hastings holes, do 
Westminster's shot over, the Duke of both Forbes alien, 
preacher Kerry, 1866. Elephant riders sat down, watch for the 
sign. He saw their speeds, backing teams colors, and shouted 
with shouts and manage crowds. 
 
--Mr. DC the keys. But from the deletion of this important 
question... 
 
We're cramming many to get rich quick, hunting his winners 
among them a splash rates, and it involves a book he on-air 
pitches in recent canteen, over the mountains. Even money 
Pharaoh: 10 to 1 appeal. A series then Larry Gerdes we are lead 
by after close, divine And jackets and pass me a woman, 
Tuesday, known variously her clothes before. In the Manhattan 
from the computer my son's computer36 remote computing to go 
over the speaker's excellent and should be there. 
 
Sheltering shrill from the boys playing field and a Marine 
whistle. 
 
Again: uncle. I am among them, among the island by the the, 
exhaustive life. You mean that time he bothers Charlie seems 
beside the crossing? Jobs. Time to shop rebounds, shot by shot. 
Just and for battles, the president's view of the slain, a shot of 
spirits by a men Monday that. 
                                                
36 computer |kәmˈpyoōtәr| 
noun 
an electronic device for storing and processing data, typically in binary form, according to 
instructions given to it in a variable program. 
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-- your now and then, the CDC said, rising. 
 
He came to the table, getting together fishy. Stefan stood up. 
 
-- I have put the matter to a nutshell, Mr. D. All about the foot 
and mouth disease. Just look through. There can be no two 
opinions on that matter. 
 
May trespass on your face. That often laissez-faire so often in 
our history. Our country. The way of all our old industries. 
Liverpool Green with jockey Galloway on. You're been 
conflagration. Grain supplies and Aaron while the general. The 
plots are perfect in her true love liberty of the department of 
agriculture. Part of the classical allusion. It's. By woman who was 
no better than she should be. To come to the point at issue. 
 
-- I don't mince words, do I.? Mr. DC asked SF in red on. 
 
Foot and mouth disease. None of cough preparation. Serum and 
virus. The Senate assaulted forces. Render the past. Adverse 
horses at more than day, lower Austria. Veterinarian surgeon. 
Mr. Henry Blackwood Price. Credit the author a fair trial. 
Dictates of common sense. All important question. In every 
sense of the word take the bull by the horn. Making you for the 
hospitality of your column. 
 
-- I want that to be printed in red, the CDC said. You will see at 
the next outbreak they put an embargo on Irish title. And it can 
be cured. It is here. My cousin, for the price, price me it is 
regularly treated me here in Austria about how doctors there. 
They offered to come over here. I'm trying to work up influence 
of the department. Now I'm going to try publicity. I'm 
surrounded by difficulties, by... Intrigues, I... Backstairs 
influence, by... 
 
He raised his forefinger in the air before his voice spoke. 
 
-- Mark my words, Mr. develops, he said. England is in the 
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hands of the Jews. And all the highest places: refinance, her 
press. And they have assigned to the nations decay. Where they 
gather me up the nation's vital stay. I seen it coming years. I sure 
as we are standing here and you merchants are already out there 
who are destruction. All the women die. 
 
He stepped swiftly off, I come into bloom life as they pass 
abroad sons be. He faced about and back again. 
 
-- Don, he said, is not dead by now. 
 
The harlots cry from street to street 
shall we bowled England's winding sheet. 
 
As I open why invasions stared sternly across the Sunbeam in 
which he halted. 
 
-- a merchant, Steffen said, is one price cheap and sell dear Jew 
or Gentile, is he not? 
 
-- the city against the light, Mr. DC said gravely. And you can see 
the darkness in their eyes. And that is why they are wanderers on 
earth to this day eerie 
 
On the status of the Paris Stock exchange Goldstein he prices 
under gently fingers. Evil to be. A swarm of loud, on how about 
a Temple, there had been plotting under maladroit silk hat. Not 
fairness: these clothes, this speech, these gestures. Their false 
slow I belie the words, the gestures eager and unoffending, the 
new the reckless mass often in New Jersey Wednesday. Main 
patients to keep in for. Time surely would scatter all. A quarter 
key by a roadside: plundered and passing on. Their eyes meet 
and the years of wandering in, patients, new the designers of 
their flash. 
 
-- who has not? Stefan said. 
 
-- what do you mean? Mr. DC asked. 
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He came forward apace and stood by the table. His under jaw 
fell sideways open uncertain. Is this old wisdom? He waits to 
hear from you. 
 
-- history, Stefan said, is a nightmare from which I try to await. 
 
From the playfield of ways rises shall. Whirling whistle: cool. 
Went that night and the IED you out back? 
 
-- the way of the Creator are not our ways, Mr. DC said. All 
history news towards one great goal, the manifestation of God. 
 
Stefan jerked his thumb towards the window, saying: 
 
-- back God. 
 
Hooray! I.e.! Were we! 
 
-- what? Mr. DC ass. 
 
-- I shall miss three, seven answer, shrugging his shoulders. Mr. 
DC looked down and held for a while the wings of his nose 
tweaked between his fingers. Looking up again and set them 
free. 
 
-- I am happier than you are, he said. We have committed many 
errors in many sins. A woman brought sin into the world. For 
women who was no better than she should be, Helen, the 
runaway wife of minute men nail yes, 10 years we made war on 
Troy. A faithless wife first brought the strangers to our shores 
here, McMorrow's wife and her name in over, Prince of birthday 
for me. A woman she brought Parnell low. Many errors, many 
failures but not the one sin. I in the struggle am now at the end 
of my days. But I will fight for the right till the end. 
 
For oldster will fight 
in order to bolster will be right. 
 
Stefan raised the sheets in his hands. 
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-- well, sir, he began... 
 
-- I foresee, Mr. DC said, that you will not remain here very long 
if this were. You were not born to be a teacher, I think. Perhaps 
I am wrong. 
 
-- a learner driver, Stefan said. 
 
A year low will you learn more? 
 
Mr. DC should his head. 
 
-- who knows? He said. To learn one must be humble. But life is 
a great teacher. 
 
Stefan Russell the sheets again. 
 
-- as regards these, he began. 
 
-- yes, the CDC said. You have to copy there. If you can have 
them published at once. 
 
Telegraph. Irish Homestead. 
 
-- I will try, Steffen said, and let you know tomorrow. I note to 
editors slightly. 
 
-- that'll do, Mr. D. he said briskly. I wrote last night Mr. Field, 
MP. There is a meeting of the cattle traders Association today at 
the city arms Hotel. I asked him to lay in my letter before the 
meeting. See if you can get it into your two papers. What are 
they? 
 
-- the evening telegraph... 
 
-- that will do, Mr. DC said. There is no time to lose. Now I have 
to answer that letter from my cousin. 
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-- good morning, sir, Steffen said, putting the cheese in his 
pocket. Thank you. 
 
-- not at all, Mr. DC said as he searched the papers on his desk. I 
like to break a lens with you, old as I am. 
 
-- good morning, sir, Steffen said again, bowing to his bed back. 
 
He went down by the open porch and down the gravel path 
under the trees, hearing the cries of voices and practice dates 
from the playfield. The Lions have genders on the pillars as he 
passed out through the gate: toothless terrorists. Still I will help 
them in this fight. Bolton will do me a new name: the bola 
befriending bar. 
 
-- Mr. Dulles! 
 
Running after me. No more letters, Idaho. 
 
-- just one moment. 
 
-- yes, sir, Steffen said, turning back AP. 
 
Mr. DC halted, reading hard swallowing his breath. 
 
-- I just wanted to say, he said. Ireland, they say, had the honor 
of being the only country which never persecuted the Jews. Do 
you know that? No. And do you know why? 
 
He frowned sternly on the bright air. 
 
-- why, sir? Stefan ass beginning to smile. 
 
-- because she never let them in, the CDC said solemnly. 
 
A call while after the from his throat driving after it arrived in 
chain of flan. He turned back quickly, coughing, laughing, his 
lifted arms waiting to be aired. 
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-- she never let them in, decry again through his laughter at least 
in on easier to see over the gravel of the path. That's why. 
 
On his wife's shoulders through the check her work of lease the 
sun slung spindles, dancing coins. 
 

 
**************************
Ineluctable brutality of the visible: at least that is no more, 
thought through my eyes. Signatures of all a iron here to read, 
seest on sea grass, and the entire, that rusty boot. Not green, blue 
silver, Russ: colored signs. Limits of the diet. But as: in five. 
Name was aware of bin Laden37 before all been colored. How? 
By knocking his own again, sure. Billy. While he was a 
millionaire, my CD: a she. Live and die in why in? I may, on it I 
may. If you care iron fingers through it, it'd be, if not a doer. 
Sure I see.  
 
The closes I to hear his new crossfire show. You are walking 
through it house ever. I am, a shredded time. A very short space 
of time very sure time of day. Five, six: the knock on her. 
Exactly: and that is the ineluctable modality of the article. Open 
your eyes. No. Jesus! If I fell over a cliff that Eagles were his 
base, fell through the night on her ineluctably. I am getting on 
nicely and are Ash Sorin hangs by try. Task of it: they do. My 
TV in his boots are at the end of his life, Netanyahu38. Sounds 
solid: maybe I'm not opposed to any war goes. Am I walking 
into eternity along the sandy master crush, crack, crack, crack. 
While the money. Don't mean piss he can then. 
 
We understand now, 
mountain air? 
 

                                                
37 a hip hop song by Immortal Technique and Mos Def as well as a British nickname for the 500 
euro note 
38 Benjamin Netanyahu, Prime Minister of Israel 1996–1999, and again from March 31, 2009 to 
present Iddo Netanyahu, Israeli radiologist, author, and playwright 
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We begins, BC. I fear. Catalytic testimony terror iron Mark she. 
No, a gala: the mind and air. 
 
Open your eyes now. I will. Moment. When all innocents? If I 
opened an account for error in the lab and I mean. Hasta! I will 
see if I can see. 
 
See now. There all the time: and ever shall be, world without 
end. 
 
Making RSS39 remains terrorists prudently, from zero: N. down 
the shelving shore laughingly tersely be thinking in the sand. 
Like me, like our, coming down to our mighty mother. Number 
one swallow Wormley midwifed back, the other day I hope to 
be. From the liberty, out for the day. Lawrence McKay, relates 
up this late half decade, deeply lamented, a price. My sister loves 
me squealing into life. Creation from nothing. What I see in the 
back? I miss her training needle core, Austin AWOL40. The 
core of all a fat, towns and twining cable of all flash. That is why 
mystic moms. We hit by? He is near and follows. Hello. Can 
cheer. Put me on the end. Elf, half a: not, not, one. 
 
Thousand help me out in coffin: Heather, DTE41, she had no 
navel. The. Belly without blemish, will he be, about for a top-
down, no, ways he warned, oriented immortal, seen from 
everlasting to everlasting. Sinned. 
 
When is in darkness I was two, may not be God. By then, then 
in my voice and my eyes go slogan ashes on her breath. The 
classes under, did you go oh well. Burned before the ages he will 
do me and now may not know me away or ever. Let it turned on 

                                                
39 The Red Swastika Society 
不因您工作忙碌，生活繁忙，而與院會脫節，我們提供最快的訊息給同修，有任何的需
要也希望您有空一定要能夠參與，我們的任務就是參與社會行慈工作，時時關注被社會

忽略的一群，我們的行動，將永不再落後人。 
40 AWOL® is the most exciting thing to happen to people who like to party since the discovery 
of alcohol. 
41 DTE Energy Musi c Theatre  
7774 Sashabaw Rd 
Clarkston, MI 48348 
DTE Energy Music Theatre Location: Easily accessible off I-75 at Sashabaw Road, in Clarkston, 
Michigan (Exit 89). 
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stage about. And back then divine substance wherein father and 
son con international? Where is poor dear readers to try 
conclusions? Why is lifelong on the COM trial than men in it 
then do a 10 to 80. Ill start here snare. Integrated WiFi42 eight 
reaches last: euthanasia. Would've been Mitra and crew of the 
year, stalled upon his throne, with your Windows CE43, with a 
stiff oh 4 AM, with plot to hinder parts. 
 
Airdropped around, many 80 year. They are coming, ways. The 
wise men seahorses, chanting, Brian Lynn Ryan, Steve of meta. 
 
Another forget his letter for the press. And after? And Shit, 12. 
I'm way too easy with that money including young imbecile. Yes, 
I must do you know-once I will know you know no you are okay 
and. 
 
This page laughing. Here. In my life and there is or not? My 
consubstantial father's voice. Did you see anything of your artist 
brothers definitely? No? Surely not down in Charlotte or Aris? 
Couldn't he find it higher than that, a? N. and and and Stella 
Steffen, how it will see? Only in God, being married into. It ways 
up into him off. The little cost or in his brother, the corn player. 
Highly respectable unbelievers. You heard Walter Stern and his 
father, no less here you serve. Yes, sir. No, sir. Jesus wept: and 
no wonder, I price. 
 
I fully develop other shutter caught: anyway. They taking for the 
done, tear out only a vintage. 
 
-- Stefan, sir. 
 
-- let him in. Let Steffen in. 
 
Although drawn by Walter welcomes me. 
 
-- gotten were someone else. 

                                                
42 WIFI (1460 AM) is a radio station broadcasting a brokered format. Licensed to Florence, 
New Jersey, USA. The station is currently operated by Florence Broadcasting Partners, LLC. 
43 Windows Embedded CE 6.0 R3 provides the tools and technologies to create devices that 
deliver immersive user interfaces and unique connected experiences. 
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In his broad bed known: Richie, hello alienated, extends over 
the hell out of his knees security for. Clean chested. He was 
washed that offer waging. 
 
-- Mara, nephew. 
 
He laid aside a lot more aware on each gases build cost for the 
eyes of master p masters chaplain Cheney, finding consensus 
income common searches an array of pieces techno. Although 
frame over his bald head: while quick. Enjoyment is misleading 
whistle brings Walter back. 
 
-- yes, sir? 
 
-- Walter Richie Steffen, tell mother. Where is she? 
 
-- Beijing crazy, sir. 
 
Pop a little bit how. Little glove. 
 
-- no, I'm going Richie... 
 
-- call me Richie. The anteroom of the water. It lowers. 
Whiskey! 
 
-- although Ritchie, really... 
 
-- sit down by the law very on knocking down. 
 
Walters wins mainly for tear. 
 
-- yes nothing to sit down on, sir. 
 
-- he is nowhere to put it, you love. Bring in our Chippendale 
chair. Would you like a bit of something? None of your damn 
latte.air ear and eye: the rich of irrational or try with a hairy? 
Sure? So much the better. We have nothing in the house of 
backing bills. All layers! 
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You drones bars of Fernando's REIT44s were Shia. The greatest 
number, Stefan, the whole opera. Listen. 
 
His tearful whistle sounds again, finely shaded, with rushes of the 
air, his face be nothing on his padded knees. This wind is 
meager. 
 
I is for you air your go off to the UK, mine, who is in all. He told 
the clown goes gentry you had an own goal judge and an uncle in 
general in the army. Come out of them, Stefan. He is not there. 
Nowhere in the stagnant bay of marsh's library where you read 
the fading prophecies of European office. For whom? 100 
headed rabble of the Cathedral close. I hate her of this kind ran 
from then to the wood of madness, his mane foaming in the 
moon, the eyeballs stars. We know, horse nostrils. The oval 
equine faces. Temple, Buck Mulligan, foxy Campbell. I'm sure 
Joss. Office father,. Dean, what a sense lay fire to their brains? 
Half the nation were to send a, call, which may then be on to 
Colin Beres. A garland of gray hair on his come in the tin head 
see him me clamoring down to the case (to send a), clutching a 
monstrous, I feel less key. Get down, I'll whole! Acquire his back 
minutes in echo, assisting about the altars towards, but snorted 
Latin object trees moving burly in their columns, concert in oils 
and gilded, fat with a fat kid needs of me. 
 
And at the same instant perhaps a priest around the corner is 
elevating it. Dream drain! And to you straight off another locking 
it into a tie. 300! And you know Lady Chapel and other taking a 
Council all to his own cheek. Dream drain! Down,, floor, back. 
Yet overcome by a bat, invincible doctor. I miss the English 
morning in high stasis to go his brain. Bringing his host down a 
nearly her wine with his second bow I first fell of the trends set 
(E. is lifting his) and, rising, heard (now in lifting) their tune bells 
(he is kneeling) playing in diphthong. 
 

                                                
44 Acadia Realty Trust (NYSE:AKR) is a fully integrated, self-managed and self-administered 
equity REIT focused primarily on the ownership, acquisition, redevelopment and management 
of retail properties, including neighborhood / community shopping centers and mixed-use 
properties with retail components. 
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Cousin Stephon, you will never be a saint. Island states. You are 
awfully holy, weren't you? You pray to the Blessed Virgin that 
you might not have a red nose. You pray to the devil in 
serpentine avenue that the unseen window in front my mentor 
close still more from the wet street. OC, XO! Sell your soul for 
that, view, digraphs in roundness law. More tell me, more still! 
On the top of the Hao Tran alone crying to the rain: naked 
women! What about that, a! 
 
What about what? What else were they invented for? 
 
Ricci pages a piece of seven books every night, a what? I was 
young. You doubt yourself in the mirror, stepping forward to 
applause earnestly, striking face. The rate of the Godhead idiot! 
Hooray! No one saw: tell no one. Books you were going to write 
letters for titles. Have you read his ass? Oh yes, but I prefer you. 
Yes, but W. is wonderful. Oh yes, W. Remember your 
company on green oval leaves, ETD, copies to be sent if you die 
to all the great libraries of the world, including Alexandria? 
Someone was to read them there after 3000 years, a Maha Mann 
on a raw. Pico Della Mayor Rendell life. I, very like a whale. 
When one reads these strange pages of one long on one field 
that one is at one with one who wants... 
 
The grainy sand had gone from under his feet. His boots try 
again again crackling mast, razor shells, squeaking pebbles, that 
on the unnumbered couples be, wouldn't see by this shift for, 
lost Armada. Unwholesome sand flat waited to thought his 
trading souls, reading upward sewage breath. He coasted down, 
walking warily. A quarter bottle stood up, still to its ways, indicate 
he can go. I sent him down: Iowa dreadful thirst. Broken moves 
on the shore; FLN45 and made of dark honey net; broader way 
chalk scrawled back doors and on the higher beach a drawing 
line with two crucified shirts. Reinvent: when when the Brown 
steersman and master mariners. Human shelves46. 

                                                
45 Le Front de libération nationale (FLN, arabe : الوطني التحرير جبهة, Jabhat al-Tahrīr al-
Waţanī) est un parti politique socialiste algérien, présidé par le président de la république 
Abdelaziz Bouteflika. 
46 TCDD exposure of human embryonic palatal shelves in organ culture alters the 
differentiation of medial epithelial cells 
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He halted. I have passed the ways and favorites. And I'm not 
going now? Seems not. No one about. He turned northeast and 
cross a firmer stand toward the pigeon house. 
 
-- keep Google on the Donald's that a shoe with the steel? 
 
-- say a John, Joseph. 
 
The chase, home on furlough, laugh more mill with me in a car 
mechanic. Some of the wild goose, Kevin Aiken of Paris. My 
father is a bird, he laughed this meet today show with P. Yung 
Tung, plump bunny space. LAT47, back in. He looks to win in 
the gross slots. About the nature of women he read initially. But 
you must send me David Davies I am. Leo tax bill. Lifted to his 
friend. 
 
-- say toward all, who suffered a. Watches me so sure these. 
Soon the wall on Nixon's stones day David. Full day of all pay. 
 
-- Gil Kwok? 
 
-- will pay a, we. 
 
Schloss. UMass. 
 
My Latin quarter hat. God, we simply must address the 
character. I won't disclose. You were a student, weren't you? 
What in the other devil's name. Pace then. P. C. N., you know: 
50, Candice X. not true that. Ha ha. Eating your roads were a 
wall and a day that, flesh talks in Egypt, elbowed by belching 
cabinet. Just say in the most natural tone: when I was in Paris, 
bool niche, I used to. Yes, used to carry on Seagate's to prove an 
alibi if they arrested you for murder somewhere. Justice. On the 
night of 17 February 1904 the prisoner is seen by two witnesses. 
Other validated: other me. Pat, tie, overcoat, no. Do we same 
while. You seem to have enjoyed yourself. 

                                                                                                    
 
47 Living Apart Together, a term for couples who reside separately 
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Probably walking. Whom are you trying to walk like? Forget: the 
dispossessed. With mothers money order, each doing, the 
indoor post office slammed in your face by the sure. I'm very 
cheaply. Encore do mean you will. Look cloth. Must get. From 
May. Heyerdahl! She ended like this with a shotgun, 
businessmen iron wall all brass buttons. It's all current lack in 
place back. Not her? Oh, that's all right. She can. See what I 
meant, see? Oh, that's all right. She shaped. Oh, that's all only all 
right. 
 
You're going to do wonders, what? Missionaries you are after 
fiery loan done. He offered a Scotus on their treaty stools in 
heaven split from their times are loud and laughing: Muench! 
Luigi! Returning to speak broken English as he can accurately, 
order recounts, across the findings here at New Haven. Call? 
Rich to be brought back; 52, archived numbers are passed along 
long and who wrote to rouge, a blue friends telegraph, curiosity 
show: 
 
-- other dying come will honor. 
 
The FEC48 killed your mother. She won't. 
 
Then here's a health to mullions in 
and I'll tell you the reason why. 
She always kept things decent in 
the Hannigan family I. 
 
Steve marsh in son now rhythm over the Santa Rosa, along by 
the boulders of the south wall. He stared at them proudly, 
Poundstone amendment schools. Goal like Tennessee, on sand, 
on boulders. The son and heir, the slander trees, 11 ounces. 
Paris Raleigh walking, crude sunlight on the London streets. 
Waste can do far also bread, the frog green wormwood, her 
massive incense, or in the air. The Luoma home rises from the 
bed of his wife's lover's wife, the Kurt she housewife is astir, a 
saucer of essay acted in their hands. And Rose Yvonne and 

                                                
48 Federation of Egalitarian Communities 
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nonaligned knew me there tumbled beauties, shattering with 
gold teeth child's limbs of pastry, the mouse you load with the 
pus of flan Bertone. Basis of Paris men go by, well please let 
here is, curled conquistadors. 
 
Noon slumbers Kevin Egan rolls gunpowder cigarettes through 
fingers near Krajewski, sipping his green fairy as Patrice is white. 
Out of office for ID now undergo a mood in the fifth year! And 
yeah I mean from the British called. She serves me add that. US 
they. Holiday? Multiple launch. Do you rely on it, mu, airing on, 
wounds seven day? I'll be! Cute I wanted cheese holiday. Your) 
dial, you know that were asked to mark) dial. There was a fellow 
anyone's Barcelona, your fellow, uses holidays) I'll. Well: Glenn 
K.! Around the flat table the table on why rests in roaming were 
June. His breath hangover is costing the plate, the green berries 
saying resting between his lips. Of Ireland, then tell half the, of 
hopes, conspiracies, of our other written now. GOP Inacio 
fellow, or crimes are common cause. You're your father son. 
Another voice. His crews DN sure, sanguine flower, trembles its 
Spanish tassels at his secrets. Aaron. Dumas, Vegas journalist49, 
Dumas, nobody call me Victoria? Old hat with yellow T. Be a 
old wrists with a dome Shimei. Mom will, beautiful woman', and. 
No roll away, UNIX50 power a, know how he died? Let's see if 
men. The fruit in, or that to their, run-of-the-mill nakedness in 
the bath ass saw the. While there, she said. Two-day midyear. 
Not Ms. Woolsey51 are, I said. Most Litvvinsky52 is custom. 
That's the most private thing. I wouldn't let my brother, not even 
my own brother, most than you thing. Green eyes, I see you. 
Same, I feel. The Sudanese people. 
 
The blue fuse burns deadly between hands and firms clear listed 
I am sure to catch fire: a flame and after the snow lighter quarter. 
Roughly stones under his peak with a boy. How they had · away, 
authentic version eerie got up as a young bride, then, they are 
                                                
49 Hunter S. Thompson aka Dr. Dumb Ass 
50 The Open Group holds the definition of what a UNIX system is and its associated trademark 
in trust for the industry. 
51Lynn C. Woolsey, född 3 november 1937 i Seattle, Washington, är en amerikansk 
demokratisk politiker. Hon representerar delstaten Kaliforniens sjätte distrikt i USA:s 
representanthus sedan 1993. 
52 Piotr Litvinsky was a member of the Leningrad Union of Artists since 1955. 
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orange blossom, drove out the roads in no time. He, he. A loss 
leaders, the trade, while risky. Disguises, clutched at, gone, not 
your. 
 
Her lover. I was just a young goes soon at this time, I tell you, I'll 
show you might like this one day. I was, eight. Lover, or a 
problem with kernel wrong for your, Kenneth is that, under the 
walls Clerkenwell and, proxy, saw Lady Vengeance53 for an 
upward in the fall. Shattered glass and talking recently. Engage 
35, Egon Harris, a law by 80 days by me. Making his day 
stations, the dingy printing key, if the attacker, but now lots of 
their sure and in, we did a go to door, Dennis then with my loan 
faces of the gone. Loveless, landless, lifeless. She's quite nicely, 
be without her outcast men, John, in who gets even cooler, 
cannery and to waters. Peachy cheeks, as the aggressor, 
Christianity on things. Burned and unnecessary. Telepath saw 
me, won't you? I wanted to get for patents on time. He is 
questioned more soldier friend. I saw this scene. The voice of 
Kilkenny arts down roaring lady. Note that all lay? I saw to that. 
All Kilkenny: they can be, strong goes On the more eerie and 
goes like this. Oh, oh. He takes me, matter can be, by and. 
 
Oh, oh the voice of 
Kilkenny... 
 
We recently had online. They have forgotten Kevin Egan, not 
even. Remembering the, oh Simon. 
 
He had come here and see what you thought. And you are 
reading, parking and why on earth, wind a while air see 
brightness. Here, I am not walking out nation life sit, and I? He 
stood suddenly, it's the beginning to think slow in the quaking 
soil. Turn that. 
 
Turned, and assure, the thinking is solely a new socket. The 
whole domed room of the cowardly. Through the our can of the 

                                                
53 Lady Vengeance; 2005 dir. Park Chan-Wook:After a 13-year imprisonment for the kidnap and 
murder of a 6 year old boy, beautiful Lee Guem-ja starts seeking revenge on the man that was 
really responsible for the boy's death. With the help of fellow inmates and reunited with her 
daughter, she gets closer and closer to her goal. But will her actions lead to the relief she seeks? 
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shaft of light are moving ever, fully ever as the wife be thinking, 
reading deaths were over the tile floor. Linda, Paul, be nice. Or 
maybe, there is that fear, my all will be, around the board of the 
men I. Clear? He had he. I will not flee their homes. A shadow 
of a fine powder and chili lime pie, but there only is your. Call: 
no answer. He lifted his feet out from the insured by a local. 
Take all, equal. My philosophy, or form. I did watch it at the 
time of a raw, and the Silver, hearing Elsinore testing. 
 
The flat is following me. I can watch a half from here. Yet I am 
by the pool Bay Road to this trend there. I'm number of it -- and 
you leave or we sat on a stool rock, resting on her right. 
 
On the carpet for the dog labeled on bladder. Beforehand 
unavailable, sinking sand. A coalition of foam may, when we do 
go call dossiers rose. These anti-spam language tide and wind 
has silted here. And there, done heaps of dead builders, a 
warrior of legal wrath. I told there. Try it. You have some. And 
stones. Every of the past. Thomas toys. Mind you don't get one 
thing on the year. I'm bloody well to rule all the bloody well 
holders, bones for my steppingstones. Fief off him. I know the 
low olives on your mom. 
 
A point, my job, grew into site running across the speak of sin. 
Lord, is he going to attack me? Respective liberty. You will not 
be a master of others or their slave. I have my stick. Sit tight. 
From farther away, walking sure work across the rested tie, 
figures, too. To Mary. They have taught to think among the 
bulrushes. Peekaboo. ICU. No, the dog. He is running back to 
them. Who? 
 
Galleys of the law mountains ran near the beach, in quest of 
prey, the lengthy trials riding low on the molten mature sir. The 
Vikings, Clark said, I'll of litter on their breath when the life she 
wore the collar of gold. A school of turned a high wail shaded in 
high noon, bowing, humbling and shallows. Then from the 
starting page work CEO54 for a cure nine dwarves, people, 

                                                
54 CEO arises in 1981 and 1891. in 3064 and tomorrow. after ibrahimovic and before nectanebo 
II. before the dark ages and after spring break. before time was, CEO is. 
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lawyers nice running, scaling, happening being lovely way on me. 
Then, they waters. Their blood is in me, their life :-). I moved 
among them on a frozen list be, that I, a chain we, among the 
glittering resident fires. I spoke to no one: no one knee. 
 
The dog park ran towards him, soft, red back. My enemy. I just 
simply stood pale, silent, date about. Terror do we name DH 
times. A primrose doublet, Fortune snake, smiled on my fear. 
For without are you pining, the bark of their applause? 
Pretenders: live their lives. The Bruce's brother, Thomas 
Fitzgerald, so goodnight, Perkins noir Beck, York's fault see 
own, in breaches is still a white rose I agree, wonder of the day, 
and my bird and now, with the tale of names in settlers, is silly in 
crowd. Altering sons. Paradise of pretenders then and now. You 
save men from drowning in your shakeout occurs yelping. But 
the courtiers who mocked Guido in or saw Michelle were in 
their own house. House up... We don't want any of your mini 
bull of stress Ya city. Would you do what he did? A boat would 
be near, a life buoy. Nationally, put there for you. Would you or 
would you not? The man that was down nine days ago off 
mountains rock. They are waiting for now. The truth, but it out. 
I would want to. I would try. I'm not a strong swimmer. Water 
cold soft. When I put my face into it in the basin of Congo was. 
Can't see me! Who's behind me? I'll quickly, quickly! Do you 
see the high flowing quickly on all sides, cheating the lows of San 
quickly, shell cocoa colored? If I had manned under my feet. I 
want his life still to be his, why did the mind. A drowning man. 
It's human ice cream to me out of or of his death. I... Within 
together down... I could not save her. Waters: bitter death: lost. 
 
I wonder men and men. I see her stirrings. Things up, I bet. 
 
The dog ambled about a bank of dwindling fan, trotting, sniffing 
on all sides. Looking for something lost in a past life. Suddenly 
he made off like a bounding hare, yours one back, chasing the 
shadow below scheming go. The man Street was so struck his 
limbed ears. He turned, Brownback, came near, trotted on 
twinkling shanks. On the field to any about, trip and, proper, on 
a tired. At the latest range of the tide he halted with stiff for 
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hopes, the word pointers pointed ears. It's not lifted barked at 
the wave noise, herds of seen wars. And toward me on grilling, 
unfurling we are, at 39, breaking, lashing, from far, her brother 
out, ways and we area. 
 
Couple pictures. We waited a little light in the water and, 
stopping, souse their backs, and, lifting them again, waited out. 
He and he is a Dunhill running to them, cleared out the other, 
dropping on all fours, again reared up that then we can knew 
each bearish fawning. I needed he By then educating toward the 
drier sand, a rather wolf's tongue red panting from his jaws. His 
speckled body and pulled ahead of them and then walked off at 
a pass gallop. The carcass lay on his path. He stopped, Smith, 
stopped around it, brother, nosing closer, went around it, 
shifting rapidly let the dog over the dead dogs bed raggle fell. 
Dog school, dog sniff, eyes on the ground, used to one great 
goal. Off, poor dogsbody. Here lies poor dogsbody body. 
 
-- catchers! Out of that, you mongrel. 
 
The cry brought him skulking back to his master and a blunt 
bootless kick sent him unscathed across a spit of sand, crouched 
in flight. He slumped back in occur. Doesn't see me. Long by 
the edge of the mall he law looks, b, Delta rocket from under a 
cop and leg kissed against it. He trotted forward and, lifting his 
hind leg, just quick short at an un-smelt rock. The simple 
pleasures of the poor. If time caused then scattered sand: Venice 
for pods down old and dealt. Something he buried there, his 
grandmother. He rooted in the sand, dabbling, delving and 
stopped to listen to the air, scrapped up the sand again with the 
fury of this clause, seen ceasing, apart, a panther, I missed out 
reach, will train the dead. 
 
As he woke me up last night seeing dream or was it? Wait. 
Open hallway. Street of harlots. Remember. Tyrone Rashid55. I 
am almost doing it. That man led me, spoke. I was not afraid. 
The melon he had he held against my face. Smile: cream fruit 

                                                
55 Tyrone Rashid, Pharmaceuticals Professional, Dallas/Fort Worth Area USA 
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smell. That was the rule, said. In. Come. Red carpet spread. 
You will see who. 
 
Shouldering their bags they trudged, the red Egyptians. His blue 
feet out of turned up trousers to swap the clammy sand, adult 
brick muffler strangling his unshaven neck. With woman's steps 
she followed: the ruffian and a strolling mort. Spoils slung her at-
bat. Loose sand and shell grit crusted her bare feet. About her 
one wouldn't draw face her hair trail. Behind her lord and help 
me, Nina whilst, to Rome bill. When I typed her body's flaws 
calling under her Brown Shaw from an archway bird dogs have 
mired. Her fancy man is treating to Royal Dublin and the long 
ends of black pits. Bus her, while in rouges rum lingo, for, oh, 
my dimple or why being dealt. A chef fiends whiteness under 
her rancid rags. Some believe playing that night: the tenured 
smells. 
 
White guy shambles, read that again 
and by qua runs Dean T. is. 
Half a hogshead with me then. 
And the dark men's clip in case. 
 
Where Rose to let Tatian Aquinas tune belly calls this, fraught 
tape or Espino. Unfallen atom road and not rutted. Call away let 
him: like Warren DT is. Language know went worse than his. 
Well words, Mary beads jabber on their girdles: rouge words, 
rough Nuggets powder in their pockets. 
 
Having now. 
 
Aside I got my Hamlet hat. If I were suddenly making here as I 
said? Am I not. All the world, all of them in sort, with, and eaten 
me in. Because,, three,@her. I was very,, in her way. I,. Iron and, 
without her, let not mine, who I know for time, I wonder see. 
Behold the handmaid of the moon. He do with calls for our, it's 
her price. Granted, childbed, benefit, whose annual. On his car 
or top today the. He comes, no vampire, storm a guy, is that you 
let me see, not her kids. 
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Here. It is not, will you? Attack. Now circuits your note. Must be 
to. Bloom well. Nocturne case. 
 
His lips lips and no less listless air: nocturne for womb. Whom, 
all wounding tomb. Her mouth molded issuing breath, on the 
speech: Lee I.: war ^ planet, Lug56, bleeding, roaring way away 
away away away away area paper. The banknotes. Old PCs 
letter. Here. Thanking you for hospitality tear the place and awe. 
Turning his back to the Sunday overclocked table of rock and 
scribbled words. That's twice I forgot to take slips from the right 
library counter. 
 
The shadow lay over the Rockets event, ending. Why not enlist 
farthest star? Darkly they are there on this light, darkness shining 
in the brightness, Delta of past GOP, worlds. He sits there with 
his own words rod of ash, in borrowed sandals, by David side of 
the sea, and the help, and violent night walking Vinny Arena on 
how stars. I threw this shadow from me, then she let him go, call 
it back. Endless, would it be mine, warm up my form? Who 
watches the year? Whoever anywhere will read these written 
words? Signs on Wakefield. Somewhere to someone in your 
20th voice. The good Bishop of cloying and took the video of 
the Temple out of the shovel hat: veil of space with color 
emblems hatched on its fuel. Old heart. Colored on a flat: yes, 
that's right. I see, that the distance, near, far, flat ice, east, back, 
seeing now. Balzac suddenly, frozen in stereoscope click does 
the trick you find my words dark darkness is in our souls, do you 
not think? Click here. Our souls, Shane Neubauer buyer sends, 
clean to us yet more, of when woman into her lover clinging, the 
more the more. 
 
She trusts me, her and gentle, long lashed eyes. Now in the blue 
hell and my finger beyond the veil? Into the unknown look to 
bowl with Allenby of the ineluctable visuality. She, she, she. 
What she? The virgin hide his biggest window on Monday 
looking in for one of the alphabet books you were going to write. 
Team Glancy gave her. Wrists through the braided Jesse of her 
sunshade. She lives in reason par with the Greek and Kate Shaw, 

                                                
56 Lesbian Until Graduation 
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lady of letters. Talk that to someone else, Stevie: pick me up. 
That she wears those curse of God stays suspenders and yellow 
stocking, garnered with lumpy wool. Talk about apple 
dumplings, pew toast though. Where your wits? 
 
Touch me. Soft. Soft soft soft hand. I am lonely here. Oh, touch 
me soon, now. What is that word known to all men? I am quite 
here alone. Sad too. Touch, touch me. 
 
He lay back at full stretch over the sharp rocks, cramming the 
scribbled notes in pencil into a pop his hat. His hat down on his 
eyes. That is Kevin Egan's movement I made, nodding for her is 
now, Sabbath sleep. At the didst Davis. Actor Ron Bob Dave 
Bona. Although! Bonjour. Welcome of the flowers in May. 
Under its sleepy watch through Peacock twittering lashes the 
southern mean time. I caught her scene. Past hour, a few 
Tylenol57 new. Among him have the separate plants, using fruits, 
where on the timing waters leaves lie why. Pain is far. 
 
And no more turn aside root. 
 
Engage in on his broad toe boots, above's, never nine under. 
Together the pieces of rugged leather wherein another's foot had 
nested warm. The fruit that he could ground in Troy on DOM, 
foot I just love. But you were delighted when Esther Bos loss 
shoe went on you: Erlang in Paris. TMs, Kyle! Staunch friend, a 
brother soul: while a love that dare not speak its name. His arm: 
Cranley's arm. He now believes me. And the blame? As IM. 
SIM. All are not at all. 
 
At long last is from the cock lake the water flowed full, covering 
green Golden Lee love means of sand, rising, flowing. -- Claire 
Wolfe looked away. I shall wait. No, they will pass on, passing, 
skating against the low rocks, swirling, passing. Better get his job 
over quick. Listen: for war awarded ways speech: see Sue, verse, 
the cease, boosts. Vehement breath of waters and mints see 
snakes, rearing horses, rocks. Because of rocks it floats: flop, 

                                                
57 Our purpose at McNeil is to be the largest U.S. consumer healthcare company, offering 
products and services which provide professionally endorsed benefits for self-healthcare. 
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flop, flop: bounded in barrels. And, spend, its speech ceases. It 
flows purling, widely floating, floating foam pool, flower 
unfurling. 
 
Under the swelling tide he saw the writing we lift languidly in 
sway reluctant arms, kissing up their petticoats, and whispering 
water swaying in a turning point silver fronds. Day by day: night 
by night: lifted, flooded and let fall. Ward, they were weary; and, 
whispered to the side. St. Ambrose heard it, side leaves and 
ways, waiting, waiting the fullness of their times, divers are no 
tedious in the URI58 gas IT59 in June gives. To know when 
gathered; they need a release, for flowing, wending back: boom 
of the moon. We read to incite lovers, lascivious men, a naked 
woman shining intercourse, she draws a toil of waters. 
 
5 fathoms out there. Full fathom five thy father lies. At one, he 
said. Found around. High water of the lumbar. Driving for a 
loose drift of rubble, sand shoals of fish is, silly shelves. A corpse 
rising salt light from the undertow, bobbing the patient pays a 
corpus landlord. There he is. Hope you quick. Pull. Some 
though he be then be a watery floor. We have been. Easy now.  
 
Back of course that Goss sopping infallible try. A quiver of 
minnows, fat of the spongy ticket, flashed through the slits of his 
unbuttoned trousers why. God becomes manifestation becomes 
article news becomes other than mountain. Then breath I am 
living in brief, tread dead dust, devourer nearness awful from all 
that. I'll start over the gun well he reads upward instead of his 
green grade, his left wrist and nose holes during Tucson. 
 
A sea change this, brown eyes so blue. See you, Miles of August 
command. O. father ocean. Creed of heavy: beware of 
imitations. Just you give it a fair trial. Enjoyed herself immensely. 
 
Come. I thirst. Clouding over. No black clouds anywhere, are 
there? Thunderstorm. Alright he falls, proud lightning of the 

                                                
58 Rhode Islandin yliopisto (engl. University of Rhode Island, URI) on julkinen yliopisto Rhode 
Islandin osavaltiossa, Yhdysvalloissa. 
59 Felipe Andres Coronel (born February 19, 1978), better known by the stage name Immortal 
Technique, is a Peruvian American rapper and political activist. 
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intellect, Lucifer, easier, we Nepheg's own costume. No. My 
couple had staff in his knee Santos Chin. Where? T. evening 
lands. Evening will find itself. He took the health of the -- plant, 
lunging with it softly, downing still. Yes, evening will find itself in 
me, without me. All the major end. By the way next one is a 
Tuesday will be the longest day. Of all the glad new year, 
mother, the rum tum tightly come. Von Tennyson, gentleman 
poet. The. For the old had with the yellow tea. And with more 
CO Tomball, gentlemen journalists. The. My teeth are very bad. 
Why, I wonder. Feel. That one is going to. Shelves. I go to a 
dentist, I wonder, with that money? That one. This. To this 
case, Superman60. Why is that, I wonder, what does it mean 
something perhaps? 
 
My handkerchief. He threw it. I remember. Did I not taken up? 
 
His hands were mainly in his pocket. No, I didn't. Better 
firewood. 
 
He later dries not take from his nostril on a ledge of rock, 
carefully. For the rest let go who will. 
 
Behind. Perhaps there is someone. 
 
He turned his face over her shoulder, were rare bird are dumb. 
Moving through the air hide the scars of the three master, for 
sales were up on the cross trusses, only, upstream, silently 
moving, assignment should hear you. 
 
 
 
 

                                                
60 The comic-book hero Superman, when Jerome "Jerry" Siegel first created him, was originally a 
villain modeled on Nietzsche's idea (see "The Reign of the Super-Man"). He was re-invented as a 
hero by his eventual designer, Joseph "Joe" Shuster, after which he bore little resemblance to the 
previous character, though he still had dubious morals. Only as the series progressed did 
Superman become the wholesome, morally upright figure of modern times. However, Superman 
does find an adversary in the mold of the Nietzschean Übermensch in the recurring arch-villain 
Lex Luthor, his greatest enemy on Earth. A direct reference to the term occurs in the episode 
"Double Trouble" of the TV series Adventures of Superman, in which a German-speaking 
character refers to the title character as "Übermensch."  
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**************************
Mr. Balloon ate with relish the inner organs of beasts and 
vowels. They kibbutzim, letting users, a stuffed roast heart, liver 
slices fried with crust crumbs, fry and cause roads. Most volume 
like Roman kidneys which gave to his palate a fine chain of meet 
me scented urine. 
 
Kidneys were in his mind as he moved about the kitchen softly, 
writing the breakfast things and on the humpy trade. You would 
like and air were in the kitchen but out of the doors gentle 
summer morning everywhere. Made him feel a bit package. The 
calls were reddening. 
 
Another slice of bread and brother butter: three, four: right. She 
didn't like her plate full. Right. She turned from the tray, lifted 
the kettle off the off set-aside within the fire. It sat there, Dole 
and squat, is out stuck out. Cup of tea soon. Good. Mouth dry. 
Walked stiffly round the leg of the table with tale on high. The 
 
-- meow! 
 
-- oh, there you are, Mr. Bloomsday61, turned fire. 
 
But how new it ends there is off again stiffly around the leg of the 
table, viewing. This has these stocks over the writing table. Her. 
Scratch my head. Her. 
 
Mr. Bloom watched curiously, kindly light platform. Clean to 
see: the author is the type, the white button under that of her tail, 
and re-flashing eyes. You've been down there, his hand on his 
knees. 
 
-- milk for the person, he said. 
 

                                                
61 The first Bloomsday celebrated in Ireland was in 1954, the fiftieth anniversary of the first 
Bloomsday when the writers Patrick Kavanagh and Flann O’Brien visited locations like the 
Martello Tower at Sandycove, Davy Byrne’s pub, and 7 Eccles Street, reading parts of Ulysses 
and drinking a great deal as they went! 
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-- yeah! Attack try. 
 
They called him stupid. They understand what we say better 
than we understand them. She understands all she wants to. And 
eat it too. Cruel. Nature. Curious minds never squeal. Intellect. 
Wonder what I look like there, tower? No, she gently. 
 
-- afraid of the chickens she is, he said mockingly. Afraid of the 
shoe kooks62. I never saw a stupid question that the persons. 
 
Cool. Her nature. Curious minds never squeal. Seem to like it. 
 
-- wow! That has to allow me. 
 
Simply out for adding she closing eyes, you mean plaintively and 
long, showing him/her know IT areas you are so dark I was 
married to read till our eyes were green tones. Then he went to 
the dresser, until on milkmen I just feel for him, or one low bill 
of the author says solely on the floor. 
 
-- her! She cried, running to live. 
 
You watch the bristles shining wire me in the week via ASCII63 to 
three times as likely. Wonder is it true that then they cannot 
factor. Why? To shine in the dark, perhaps, but it's. We're kind 
of feelers in the dark, perhaps. 
 
He listened to her licking lap. Hannity, no. No good eggs with 
this draw. Once your fresh water. Thursday: not a good day 
either for a monkey a likely. Private butter, a shakeup after. 
There were any at low socks. While Hill is going. She laughs 
lower, and looking methodically. Why are there times over, to 
laugh at her, all poor souls. FEC, he glanced around him. No. 
 
I'm hardly creaky boots he went up the staircase to the hall, 
followed by the bedroom door. She might like something tasty. 
Then bread and butter issues like the morning. Still the past: 

                                                
62 Footwear fetishists 
63 ASCII is not art. It's a code, a way of hiding things within a smaller thing. 
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once in way. 
 
He said softly there all: 
 
-- I'm going round the corner. He backhanded. 
 
When he had heard his voice it he added: 
 
-- you don't want anything for breakfast? 
 
Asleep he saw run: 
 
-- mood. 
 
No. She didn't want anything. You are then a warm heavy sigh, 
software64, as she turned over in the least press point out that 
dead people. Must you do this so really. He. All the way from 
Gibraltar. Gotten any little Spanish EU. Wonder what her father 
to four. Old style. I guess summation Mark of course. By acting 
governor's auction. -- for now. Hard as nails that are, old sweetie. 
Yes, sir. I've held none that was. Rose from the ranks, sir, and 
private. Soon we have brains enough to make that corner stands. 
That was far seen. 
 
He took a pass from hanging over his initial heavy overcoat and 
lost property office secondhand waterproof. Hands: sticky 
pictures. Daresay a lot of officers are in this one too. He. This 
was a legend in the crown of his hat told him he me: ask those 
high-grade. EP65 quickly inside the leather headband. Once the 
paper. I say. 
 

                                                
64 Programaro (aŭ softvaro) estas aro de iloj logikaj (ne fizikaj) de komputaj sistemoj, kiuj regas 
kaj lasas regi ĝin por realigado de konkreta laboro. Programaro povas esti, ekzemple, programoj 
por skribi dosierojn, registri aŭ aŭskulti sondosierojn, esplori interreton, la operaciumon 
(Linukso, Vindozo) ktp... 
65 Thank you for visiting the official website of the European Parliament. The European 
Parliament is the only directly-elected body of the European Union. The 736 Members of the 
European Parliament are there to represent you, the citizen. They are elected once every five 
years by voters right across the 27 Member States of the European Union on behalf of its 500 
million citizens. 
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On the doorstep he fell his hip pocket for the last week. Not 
bad. In the trousers I left off. Must you. You know. You were. 
No use disturbing her. She turned over sweetly that time. All the 
hall for two after him very quietly, more, till the wee drop gently 
over the threshold, a little bit. Bookshelf. All right till I come 
back anyhow. 
 
He crossed to the site, wouldn't do this summer flop number 75. 
His son was nearing the people who are registered by warm day 
I fancy specially enough black clothes and feeling more black 
contrast, reflects, (refracts isn't? ), a key. But I couldn't go into 
my suit. A segment of it. I don't think why we often want to have 
a great bowlines were then delivering trays are daily but she's 
prefers yesterday's loves turnovers Chris Crown taught. Makes 
you feel young. Somewhere in the East: early morning: set off at 
the. Trot around in front of the sun, stealing a march on. Keep it 
up for her effort never grow a day older technically. Walk along 
a strand, strange land, come to Seagate, Sentry air, old record 
two, old ladies big mustaches, leaning on a long kind of the 
spear. Wonder Drew on the streets. Turbine bases going by. 
Dark phase of our shots, big man, Turco the terrible, seated 
crosslegged, smoking height. By the sellers in the streets. Drink 
water scented with fennel, short sugar. Then there are along all 
day. Maybe there are too. Well, me. Getting onto sundown. The 
shadows of the Ma among the pillars: Croesus ruled out. The 
sugar of the trees, signal, the evening went. I pass it on. They 
both die. Mother watches me from her doorway. She called her 
children home and their dark language. Highball: beyond 
streams trying. Back, who, private, caller of Molly's new cars 
areas strings. Listen. Proclaim one of those instruments what do 
they call him: those summers. I pass. 
 
Probably none of it like it really. Honest SUV66: in the trap the 
sun. Some verse on the title page. The smile, the South. What 
Arthur Griffith said about the headpiece over the freemen 
leader: a home rule sun rising in the Northwest from the laneway 
behind the Bank of Ireland. Along his smile. EE types that: 
home rules sun rising up in the Northwest. 

                                                
66 A failed concept car developed by GM in 2007 
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Rosemary over. From the southern reading included up the 
flabby gush quarter. Through the open doorway of our route out 
with some ginger, Peter, is it much. Good house, however: just 
the end of the city traffic. For instance Mahli down there: N. G. 
S. position. Of course if they ran a transplant on the North 
circular for account market to the quays guy who would grow up 
a shot. 
 
Bald head over the line. She will cause sure. No use canvassing 
him for hat. Silliness his own business best. You bear years, sure 
enough, my pool area, being in the sugar and in his shirt sleeves 
watching day and curious law up with mom. Simon Velez takes 
him off to a T. witness I screwed up. You know what I'm going 
to tell you? With that, Mr. work? Do you know what? Russians, 
they only be in a cropper as the Japanese. 
 
Stop in Singapore: out of your house. Sad thing about for you, 
Mr. Work. 
 
Turn into Dorset Street he said freshly reading through the 
doorway: 
 
-- the day, Mr. Work. 
 
-- good day to you. 
 
-- lovely weather, sir. 
 
-- is all that. 
 
Where do they get the money? Coming up redheaded curates 
from county light veteran, raising MTs and old men in the cellar. 
Then, home behold, they blossom out at them in letters or learn 
how. Then end of the competition. General Paris. The puzzle 
would be crossover without passing a pub. Save it they can. 
Often perhaps. Put down three and carry five. What is that, a 
popular mayor. Reason drafts. On the wholesale orders apps. 
Using a double shuffle with the town travelers. Square at you 
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with the boss and will split the job, see? 
 
How much would that talk to off the order in the mouth? Say 10 
barrels of stuff. Sadie got 10% off. Oh more. 15. The passing 
Joseph national school. Brass climber. Oh within windows open. 
Fresh air holds memory. Or are we. Office see if they'd be alone 
then update Q. Rusty you may believe you. What are they? Yes. 
In his chair. -- R. And a spokesman. After a Java fry. Mine. Lee 
Bloom. 
 
He halted before lots that window, staring at the hatred sausages, 
Polynesia, black-and-white. 15 multiplied by. The figures 
whitened in his mind, unsolved: displeased, he let them say. The 
shiny links, packed with force me, that his days in the Greek and 
tranquility lukewarm breath of cooked spicy blood. 
 
Again he oozed blood gas on the willow patterned dish: the last. 
He said by the next door girl at the counter. When she fired to, 
calling the item from the slit in her hand? Chat: washing soda. 
And a pound and a half at Denny's sausages67. His eyes rested on 
her vigorous hits. With his name is. Wonder what he does. Life 
is oldish. Newsletter. New followers allowed. Stronger arms. 
Whacking a carpet on the clothesline. She doesn't laugh it, by 
George. The way her crooked skirt swings at each whack. 
 
Sarah I pour butcher all who folded the sausages he had snipped 
off with blotchy fingers, sausage me. Soundly there: like this stall 
fed heifer. 
 
He took a page from the pile of cut sheets: I'm all far I can rent 
on the Lakeshore Tiberias. Can become ideal winter 
sanatorium. Moses wanted for a. I thought he was. Farmhouse, 
while rounded, learned how cropping. He held a page from him. 
Interesting: read it here, the title, the blurred cropping cattle, the 
page rustling. A young white heifer. Those mornings in the travel 
market, the beasts loading independence, Brendan Chi, flop and 
fall of John, the reader is in hobnailed booths charging through 
the winter, slapping the Palm on the right Matt ET hindquarters, 

                                                
67 Part of Denny’s Grand Slam Breakfast Special™ 
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there's a prime one, unpeeled switches in their hands. He held 
the pages let patiently, then the offenses in his will, his 
authentication address. Equipment skirts swinging, why I 
brought by black. 
 
Pork butchers have two sheets from the pile, wrapped up for 
prime sausages and native red grimace. 
 
-- now, my miss, he said. 
 
She tendered a coin, smiling boldly, holding her wrist out. 
 
-- thank you, my miss. And when schilling three pence change. 
For you, please? 
 
Mr. Bloom pointed quickly. To catch up and walk 100 she went 
slowly, behind removing hands. Whether to see first thing in the 
morning. Hurry up, dammit. Make hay while the sun shines. 
She stood outside the shop in sunlight and sauntered lazily to the 
right. He sighed down his nose: they never understand. So 
chapped hands. Crested toenails too. Brown got the nerves in 
patterns, defending her both ways. His demon disregard glowed 
to me pleasure within her breast. For another: Constable off 
duty cuddling her and at Wellesley. They life and sizable. Prime 
sausage. Oh please, Mr. policeman, I lost in the woods. 
 
-- three pence, please. 
 
You can access within one standard plan included into his iPod. 
Benefits of the points from his trousers pocket minimum 
number. Then they lay, were read quickly and quickly see, 
despite this, into the tale. 
 
-- thank you, sir. Another time. 
 
A second eager fire from Fox I think him. He is to be after 
Note: better not: another time. 
 
-- good morning, he said, moving away. 
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-- warning, sir. 
 
 
Gone. What matter? 
 
He walked back along Dorset Street, reading greatly. Again that 
not tale in: hunters company. To purchase ways Saturday tracks 
from Turkish government and plan with the two industries. 
Excellent per se, fuel instruction. Orange Rosenman Ellen feels 
worth of Java. You'd be hard for me when done him of when 
were you when all is, oranges, all in worth the terms. All is 
cheaper: where does the artificial irrigation. Every year you get a 
setting of the crop. Remain injured for life as owner of the book 
of the union area can take him down and balance in your 
installments. Life Trower Strasse 34, Berlin, W. 15. 
 
Nothing doing. Still in idea behind it. 
 
He looked at the cattle, lurid and silver key. Solar power all the 
trees. Quite long days: proving, ripening. All the packing jars, 
eight? I have a few left from Andrews. Mollie sitting in now. 
Notifications are now. Oranges and tissue paper packing crate. 
The trust you. Wonder if course is still in thing happens pretty. 
The intensity with the old server. Other evenings we have. 
Volume syndrome vasculature. Last of all, cool life and crew, 
holding the hand, lifted to the nostrils and smell the perfume. 
Like that, heading, see, while perfume. Always the same, your 
ear. They fetch high prices to, when to withhold me. RSS place: 
Clinton's Street: pleasant old times. He would off, he said. 
Coming on the way: Spain, Gibraltar, Mediterranean, the letter. 
Great blend of the quasi-edge off, cheap taking them off in a 
book, these handling unfair for and soiled the trees. There is 
what do you call him out of. How do you do? Does it see. 
Chaffee noticed this little bit of a bore. His back is like that 
region have your wonder if I'm even today. Watering car. Prove 
from provoke the rain. On earth as it is in heaven. 
 
I'll begin by the sun slowly, wholly. Great. Far. 
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No, not like that. Aaron then, Airways. While Kenneth Lay68, the 
Dead Sea: we does, he heard. No link with those ways, gray 
metal, poisonous foggy waters. Russo may collect raining down: 
the cities of the plain P: thought him, the more, and. All day 
names. And it seemed that land, grain. Olga. If Orville is, the 
first race. But that have to cross from Kathy, clutching and I'm 
involving that. The oldest people. When far away over all the 
earth, captivity captivity, multiply, time, be worn anywhere. 
Elated. Now for there no more. Date: an old woman: when gray 
something condo the world. 
 
Desolation. 
 
Great horror series. Fully painted in his pocket he turned into at 
Cliff Street, hurrying homeward. Coal oil slid along his veins, 
chilling with blood: a trusting him with this ball club. Well, I am 
here now. Yes, I am here now. Winning the bad images. Out of 
sight of that. The beginning and is sent out exercises. On a 
hands down. Lucy Brown69 ripped houses. Number 80 still 
online. Why is that? Imation is only 28. Towers, Battersby, 
North, McCarver: parlor windows plastered with those. Pastors 
on a sore eye. This melding gentle slope of tea, puma that hand, 
sizzling butter. The near her ample than warm flesh. Yes, yes. 
 
Emily Ingram from Berkeley, safely, influence him on writing to 
you. You are missing one of me, a girl with golden hair on the 
way. 
 
Two letters are probably at all four. He saw together. Mrs. Mary 
Lou area to quick and hard slew of months. Bold hand. Mrs. 
Marion. 
 

                                                
68 http://kenlayisalive.org/  Americans for Equal Justice is pleased to bring you this informative 
website devoted to tracking the movements of the "late" Kenneth L. Lay, convicted felon and 
former CEO of Enron Corporation. 
69 lucy brown is another charcter from the threepenny opera. she is one of the many women in 
mack's life. he is also seeing a woman named jenny, thoue, as much as i remember, her last name 
was never said to be "diver."  - noam , ein zivan, Israel  
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-- quality! 
 
And then as I walked for more meal at 540 had. 
 
-- what? 
 
You do. Willing are. Nearly. 
 
-- a letter from me or Millie, he said apparently, party. In a letter 
for you. 
 
He later our letter on the flow that you are really neat. 
 
-- new online? New. Let them line up at the half way after I saw 
the letter into her pillow. 
 
-- Matthew? Yeah, Terry. 
 
Q. is really hard, off on her elbow. 
 
-- show me, she said. 
 
He waited until she had a heart aside and throw himself 
absolutely into his thigh. 
 
-- you see, he said. I'm hard. 
 
-- the panel is boiling, said. 
 
Legally you care: Russia is, also: and was it all in harmful on. 
 
He is instead call: 
 
-- Paul B! 
 
-- what? 
 
-- quality. 
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I will sure to: Lucy is out. I'll even miss the people I put in for 
Wilson, something and to let the water flow in. Having said and 
do drawings of the panel, crushed flat on my life goals and walks 
along the butterfly know. Well yeah he hadn't have hungry again 
soon. You're too much of each evil mass. They won't eat pork. 
Oh sure. Here. You can put you off to her and dropping images 
in butter sauce. Ever. He removed his fingers rewinds from the 
shift in a very 
 
Anything of a newsletter, or you hate it over. Thanks: new 
Hanna: Mr. Coleman: low: Steve: what is boiling Seaside girls. 
 
If he was wrong. He filled his own mustache caught, Shannon 
Brown. 
 
Very, smiling. See Leone for you. Only buy you a then. No, we: 
her. They are bad or cheaper. With the ages of old brown paper 
and letter of offer. He smiled on, or he. 
 
Oh, nearly, your mother. 
You're my looking glass knife morning. 
I'd rather have a party 
the hee hee KO with graphic card. 
 
Oral Goodwin. Their whole case. He is very older. Old-
fashioned way on the platform. The little mirror in his own half. 
I only brought it into the parlor. Oh, look what I found rather 
with me or I'll be laughed. 630 even then. Her little piece she 
was. 
 
He brought it for you any time over: the unity of faith. If the ass 
each other. Everything on it? Written by, for, sugar, free. Yes. 
Carried it upstairs, on tendency. 
 
Then the door opened and he carried her in the care that. 
 
Now what time we were! She said. 
 
She's a draft meaning as he raises the grizzly, and Elmo on hello. 
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Coming on herbal and we are saw both, slowly with Internet 
address whether she or other. The warmth of her body through 
the air, new kneeling in prayer for the TC four. 
 
If you are looking from under a simple hello. I know he say he is 
spread. 
 
-- letter from? Yeah. 
 
Old hand. Marketing. 
 
-- oh, woman, he said. Reading the program. 
 
-- what are you seeing? 
 
-- the media was gay. E. Doyle, she said, unloved old sweet song. 
 
Rivoli, sleeping, smile. Rather stale smell that even the next day. 
I'll lower water. 
 
-- we know a little? 
 
You know-read in her mouth: 
 
-- 100 funeral? 
 
-- 11, IP, he is. I.e. he paid her. 
 
While it will never be a way of resort tours from the bed. No? 
Then, as the radar around the sake: wrong, shiny soul. 
 
-- note: eBook. 
 
Other stuff. Okay. 
 
-- her down, he said. 
 
He felt here and there. Leo and no more I. Wonder she that I: 
will Leo. Not that I. Wasn't slimmed-down. The supplement. 
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The book, on a strong vote of the orange tea chamberpot. 
 
-- shown here, he said. At the bar. Where is. 
 
Swallow the product he were a told by not handle and, having 
where he is currently on Wednesday, he deserves attacks with 
the heritage to the CDC word. 
 
-- met him what? He asked. 
 
That year, he said. What does that mean? 
 
You mean down downward and read here are polished on. 
 
-- metempsychosis? 
 
-- yes. Movie and not home? 
 
-- metempsychosis, he said, frowning. A three: from the Greek. 
That means the transmigration of souls. 
 
-- oh, rock! He said. Telephone playing words. 
 
He smiled, and that her times. A young time. First I had this 
nursery. The bar. He turned over the ages. Really: I agree. 
Although. Illustration. Here's a tie with the carriage with. When 
the movie by a bomb for me. She is. The monster of Naha 
insisted on victim from him with a note. Cruelty behind it all. 
Note animals. Taxi at hanging waters. Having the other way. 
Mom geeky. Break your neck and will write our time. And even 
then. Phone them down so they mention psychosis. That is after 
death. Articles. I finance all after he died. The soul... 
 
-- euthanasia? Yeah area 
 
That yes, she said. No money in it. E.g. alone the first time? 
 
-- never read it. View one another? 
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-- yes. Yet another Holocaust. Nice me. 
 
For more theater, watching a close eye and. 
 
I guess I have to choose either to renew Orville Wright said 
Tierney, my parents were. Reincarnation: that the word. 
 
-- unbelievably, he said, that he is living in another fine after that, 
then that before. Because we are making. Ethanol70 and four on 
the earth years ago or some other planet. They say we have 
forgotten. The native method of half-life. 
 
The others see one girl inspires your key. That reminded her of 
the word: Nixon psychosis. An example would be better. 
Example? 
 
The back of the over the day. Even a way with the eastern 
number of photos it: one masterpiece of our colors. She will 
vote no. I like her hair down: one. He and I hate the rain. She 
said it would look nicer than that. He is: on people and then. 
 
He turned me back. 
 
-- metempsychosis, he said, if we recall it. They easily could be 
changed into an animal or tree, or. What they call, for example. 
 
As the thesis thereafter. GAC or, in rumor are for 
 
-- Mount Vernon, he said. New DVD any gunfire? 
 
-- if he! He cried suddenly. 
 
Even though he is hot and, so he says again wrote about, heard 
out for now, sitting me down the stairs with a flurry source lay. 
When smoke shop in a reject from the hand. By following the 
trauma of the four that he is in turn and virtual artifact. Only a 
little over. Toss it off and onto a plate and let the anteroom 
greasy trick all over. 

                                                
70 another name for gasohol. 
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The Tina. He sat down, and butterfly of the load. You sure why 
that one word flash only to. Then he put a fork full into his 
mouth, chewing with their views on my knee. Those with her. 
And I told T. They are way that I read, saw one radian I know. 
But when that about someone seeing anything he? Increased out 
a letter and by, re-Soviet Jews, stopping another guy bread and 
gravy and they need to know. 
 
Here is how he… 
 
He is a very good. He sees me one. Everyone that I-the money 
can. I got only one box of free and writing. They are lovely. I 
again on Sunday in the bottom is now. Mr. Kaufman to one of 
me and Mrs. will send when the. We degrade this today 
yesterday. There may not be in the hell are you are going to 
follow oil on Monday with a few friends to me graphically. You 
know you hear something they. I fear that Canada is. There is, in 
right to the arms on Saturday. And he comes here E. name man 
in his cousin or something RV71 while NEC will (I am writing 
laden women) some of the Seaside girls. Tell them willy-nilly 
and that is that. I must not close with fun love. On our, Millie. P. 
 
P. S. AC -- writing and in a hurry. Bye-bye. And. 
 
58. Serious, 50 of them to you. For her to come home. 
Federation. The summer morning she was born, running into 
not working then little street. John old woman. For me as a role. 
She knew from the first 40 we live. Well, I think, sir. You know. 
He is now in it. 
 
In the case here being the poster. He sees that I. Hurry. Canada 
is. Coming at herself. Rome with her in the South hath a 
bracelet. Wouldn't be any conceivable. Soft cloth. The other guy 
read in the duty and the after PC. On OB. On. So, she can 
work. He he. See. He learns he walked down the field. Many a 
letter again: five. 

                                                
71 If you own an RV, or thinking of buying one, one investment you might consider is a set of RV 
Solar Panels. 
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Oh, well: Gina on Microsoft. Why not? No, nothing has 
happened. Of course. We hastily does. While he is. I run a 
series. Destiny. Ready now. 
 
Name: very. 
 
My couple of section window. They are rethinking energy to 
make them red. Any little. Even though too long. Other team 
that day around the cash. Dan will up. Not a company. Her pale 
our lives when with her hair. All she and girls, your head in the 
police world. 
 
Seaside girls. Foreign and little. And so in his trouser pockets, 
Jarvie off for the day, Sydney. As a family. Soros, he says. Peter 
Lance, summary me, then, 
 
Those girls, those girls, 
Those lovely Seaside girls. 
 
Nearly 2. Cases: the first. Our way. This is Marianne. Green, lie 
back now, as you are there, smiling, really. 
 
Wow, regret, closing on apple, increasing. While having, yes. 
And. Unless: yeah. Grossly like this. Will happen to you. In the 
loving arms read over it. Useless to know. With you, anything, 
please. Full Louis woman lives. 
 
Better where she is down there: away. I hire. Once a half time. 
My signature down there. On a holiday, only to return. They 
seeks off, however. My press pass. Or through the court. 
 
The attack, I need Oliver, return me to, knows that it saw to 
door. She looked at him, knew he. Once you go out. We are for 
your times it will open. Literally. I is. A letter. Under in the air. 
Was watching after year with her back to the fire to. 
 
He fell highly, all: an additional losing the battle. Still, 
unbelievably sad star. Came to him. 
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-- yeah! He said in answer. We celebrity. 
 
Ennis: hot date coming. She left subtle rack up the stairs to the 
landing. 
 
The paper. He lives in the school. Hope nobody come just as I. 
 
In the stable door on all number of key and. TiVo72 owners are 
they, unto the door and opened it. They have saw him off now, 
one a year, for Allah and of all that. 
 
Lizzie, her voice: 
 
-- come, come on Lucy. Come. 
 
You know you were into the garden: Susan was in for the next 
are. As. Perhaps we close out to dry. Maintenance are. Finally. 
 
Event Guarani file Aaron is growing by the wall. Naked 
summerhouse here. Her runners. We reverse. Once you 
maneuver the whole place over, sat his lawyer. A code of honor 
over. Also how I have not done. Households lost. Loan, 
wonders if that is? The hen and SR: you are a very good talk to 
them. Best of all the order, especially when they are fed on those 
wealthy. Most of them. The lady he loves. Very clean. I do. 
Claim the whole place. Wrote me back there. Let us. Always 
have fresh green then. Still there are other drawbacks. That he 
will file either what you Monday. 
 
We walked on. Where, by the way? Must've put back on the 
head. Or Haiti or on the floor. I don't remember that. I'll 
twofold. For her, her raincoat. He is. Bradshaw fell reading. 
Greer is just the enough movement. Brown really included hair 
over his collar. Just have watch Russia. When I buy time for this 
morning. Our street. And pay it off their waging Stefan, they say. 
O'Brien. 

                                                
72 The TiVo® Premiere box brings it all together with one device, one remote, one HD interface, 
all on the biggest screen in your house. What was once complicated is now simple. 
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Eat what that fellow Columbia has. I can laugh what is it? Now, 
my. This is. 
 
He agreed your case. I care for the child is dirty for the funeral. 
He went in, and the low result. Leaving the door ajar, and it is 
only when I wash and still how he undid his briefing. Before 
sitting down. Rid she at the next door to door windows. 
Thinking within No. Nobody. 
 
Ask on the costs tool he folded out on paper, turning he is over 
there in. Something new and easy. A great hurry. He said. Christ 
said: Max can masterstroke. Remaster the 04, playgoers club, 
London. In every one of you, and a writer. Yeah. We've have 
read. We are, 13 six. 
 
Quietly red, restraining himself, the first column and, yelling for 
resisting, began a second. Midway, his last visit ceiling, and I 
balanced the cells fire and red, rehabilitation unit life agent 
yesterday by phone. While it's not TV me on time and. No, just 
right. So here cost it. Once you are a grass. Lay my visa. See you 
soon in the company quit in me. Print anything now silly season. 
You read on, see you, for the right now. He certainly. It can 
often be a master stroke by the G1 of laughing which mood now. 
You and morally. Have you had. Art. Class act through what you 
read and, while I will wisely, he and he kind of Mr. Goldwater73 
let me in and receive payment recounts, and. 
 
My fantasy is. By Yasin L. M. Blue. And that is sort of a proper. 
Which? Anaïs try to what she said to me74. This letter together. 
We will see. I heard another, only the plaid skirt. Time. Nine. 
15. Did far say yes? No. What are you, why on? Nine. 23. What 
possessed me to buy a home? Nine. 24. As well as having. Etc. 
the patent leather upper. 
 
He earned each while you are stocking hat. Audiences are in me 

                                                
73 “If you think I’d let Barry Goldwater move in next door and marry my daughter, you’d think I 
was crazy!” 
74 “Anais invited me to join her in Fez, Morocco, during the trip she was asked to make by Travel 
and Leisure magazine.” 
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and Lady Mangione in the house. Slang: morning, noon, then he 
comes on, and night hours. On Turkey. The first night. I can. 
Her fantasy. And that will unlock? He had money. Why? I 
know he had a smell all recognition. No use for me. Only two. 
Strange that he is at last night. A mere shadow. Your life for the 
honorable investigator who live in a period. Into it. Line 
drawings. You wouldn't have to now. 
 
Eating our, gross and grave. Our event: by dieters and I'm. 
Political idea: he, than Golden, then great, then black. Still, to 
whom life also. Date: then I. 
 
You're way off our story and I'll put it. And he girded off his 
trousers, racing buttons. Evil that is she your of the case in any 
war from the move into the air. 
 
In her life, my an old England, he either in black trousers: we 
had, indeed, that hold of the disease. What time did you know? 
I find out in the paper. 
 
Agreed in a jar or of their eye off. Though George's Church. 
Behold the hour: loud are iron. 
 
Hi all! Idaho! 
Hi oh! Hi oh! 
Idaho! I know! 
 
Quarter to. There again: the overtone only through the air, very. 
 
Oregon man! 

 
 
************************ 
Binary search on way to soothe him while he, Houston only, 
these are the pressures, the postal telegraph office. Could it be 
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that it is two. And passes it is. The turn of the morning of the 
quasi-noir through my street. I Euphrates cottages avoid from 
skin will, of it will fully, smoking a chief factor in. A small growth 
sorrows of the eczema honor for a iron, visibly pulling her 
battered task. Only those who room. Old and! It's like to such of 
the roses! Waiting outside fostering our home. Come home to 
mom, job./our: will the millionaire. He crossed Townsend 
Street, after :-( Ethel. L., yes: house of: health, death. In past 
niggles the other teachers. I live in is. China. There is a horny 
tell her that her job from you. England is Aisha. Army. Matter 
once the car. Is there. Whatever. Please tout. Remain in address 
she then told with my two oral new 401(k). Oh, surely acted. 
Where even she know what you call. With my throw, throw, 
throw, throw them. 
 
Unless I know you know what the window of Belfast and 
Oriental tea company in revelation of my favorite packet: choice 
one, minus quality, MIT. Rather war. T. 
FromTomChairman.Andafterthatfuneral,though. 
WhywasIstillreadwhenhetookofficethatquietlykneeling isherea 
andsendhisrighthandwithslowgreaseoverhisbrowandhere. 
Verywarmmorning. Underairdropslives isIfoundatinybowwill 
letter hadbeeninsideifIreadoff. Justthere. 
Hisrighthandcamedownintothepoolofattack.Hisfingersfoundquic
kly upourfineheadbandandtransferredittosleepthepocket. 
 
Soon. His right hand once more more slowly over again: choice 
one, you find a zillion rants. Parties. Lowly 5E: the garden of the 
world, a leading the honor, practices, lowering the, say he be 
honest we call him. Wonder is it like that. The thing that always 
lobbying around the time, and those media and. Not doing a 
hands turn on day. The six-month well. To my world. Include 
the climate. McCarthy. Our idleness. The air he knows. As of 
this. Hothouse in Canada are. Says it plans. Waterloo here. 
Pelosi tired two. Sleeping sickness in the air. Why is least. 
Imagine trying each right oh are evil. Where attacks on that 
picture somewhere? Are, in Tennessee, floating on his back, 
reading a book with a parasol open. Couldn't see a try: Soviet 
withdrawal. Because the weight of the water, no, the weight of 
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the body in the water equal to the way of that. Or is that why is 
the will of the week? If the law something like that. In high 
school cracking his finger joints, teaching. The culture. Cracking 
curriculum. What is waiting really when you see me? 32 ft./s, or 
second. Law calling by: further, for second. They all call to the 
ground. There. The force of gravity of the earth of the week. 
 
He turned away and foster across the room. How did she want 
her sausages? By fast something area as he walked she took the 
full treatment from eye-popping, unfolded it, we'll linked by an 
assassin and tea at each solitary set against his trouser leg. Aaron 
air: just dropped in to see. Second, per second. Present for every 
second mean. It occurs to me you are a keen glance through the 
door post office. To lay off. Post here. No one. In. 
 
You are the brass rail. 
 
-- are there any letters for me? Yes. 
 
Wow opposes just search the pigeonhole he gazed at the 
recurring poster soldiers are hungry: in helping to this passage 
against his nostrils, smelling fresh Prince Iraqi. No answer 
probably. Went too far last time. 
 
The postmistress handing him back through the ground are the 
letter. Anything in class rapidly at the type and will. 
 
Henry flower, Esquire 
care of P.oh.a planned row, 
CD. 
 
Andrew anyhow. Use the card and letter into his eye-popping, 
reviewing again the soldiers on parade. Where is old ladies 
regiment? Has to hold. They are: bearskin And Apple Lou. No, 
he is a Grenadier. Pointed costs. Areas: Royal Dublin for the 
EU leaders. Redcoats. She's showing. That must be why women 
go after them. U. Easier to enlist in drill. My non-letter about 
taking now O'Connell Street at night area disgraced her Irish 
capital. This paper is on the same tack now: an Army rotten with 
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venereal disease: overseas or how over empire. Olin hypnotized 
by it. I. Mark time. Table: she able. Bed: A. 1801. Never see 
him dressed up as environment or Bobby. Amazing, yes. 
 
If you're a post office in turn to the right. I'll Olin is that many 
matters. His hand into his pocket and forefinger when the plot", 
living in opening jerks. We will pay a lot of key, I think. His 
fingers through for a letter crumpled and pop. Something pain 
on: photographs. Care? No. 
 
McCoy. He written quickly. Take me out of my way. A company 
menu. 
 
-- hello, Lou. Where you off to? 
 
-- hello, the coin. Nowhere in particular. 
 
-- how the body? 
 
-- fine. How are you? 
 
-- just keeping the line, the boy said. 
 
The guy on the block try and close the absolute respect: 
 
-- is there any... No trouble I hope? I see your... 
 
-- oh no, Mr. Bloomsday. Poor demon, you know. The hills 
today. 
 
-- to be sure, poor fellow. So it is. What time? 
 
A photo of it isn't. But that's me. 
 
-- E... 11, Mr. Moon answered. 
 
-- I must try to get out there, like that Erie 11, is it? I only heard 
it last night. Who was telling me? (. You know Hoppe? 
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-- I know. 
 
Mr. doing it across the road at the outsider drawn up for the 
door of the Rose. Porter wasted the believe up on the well. She 
should still karma waiting, while a man, husband, brother, like 
her, search his pockets for change. Just go to rule caller, 
wherever it is, I way off. Careless in her with her hands in this 
trash talk. I've got high future at the pull a match. All tasks ~you 
touch the spot. Insulin is enhanced and. Reserved about CU. 
The Hon. Mrs. in breaches is an honorable man. Processor runs 
take this dark chapter. 
 
-- I was with Bob Doran, he's on one of his graphical pens, and 
what you call in at 10 lines. Just down there always be work. 
 
Doran, lines in Conway's. She raised her gloved hand to her 
hair. Income hockey. Having a wet. Drawing on a pay engaging 
far from me as they are on the right, in shine glare, greater. 
Clearly I see today. Moisture is long site asked. Talking to one 
thing or another. Ladies hand. Which side will she get a? 
 
-- and he said: setting about our poor friend Patty! What kind I 
said. Poor little tiny kingdom, he said. 
 
Off to the country: roster probably. High ground moves quickly 
existing link. Well turn. What is he fostering over that change 
for? Decent looking. I have or other fellow always. With all that. 
Two strings are hurt our. 
 
-- why? I said. With small and Russian markets it. 
 
Proud: Rich: so stockings. 
 
-- yes, Mr. Bloomsday. 
 
He moves a little to the side of the boys talking head. Getting up 
in a minute. 
 
-- what's wrong with him? He said. Each day, he said. If they, he 
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filled up. Is it hadn't been on? I said. I couldn't believe it when I 
heard it. I was within no later than Friday last Thursday was in 
the arts. Yes, he said. He gone. He died on Monday, Orwell. 
Watch! Watch nation Mark silk/rich stockings white. Watch! 
 
I had to turn car honking a storm salute between. 
 
Lost it. First you see the nose. A lot out of it. Paradise and 
carried. Always happen like that. The very moment. Berlin us to 
test Street following. Monday whether to garner. Her friend 
covering the display of. Esprit de corps. Well, what are you 
engaging in? 
 
Yes, yes, that will. Gone. 
 
-- when asked, going in. 
 
. You will lose one on Ridge love hand. With a liquor: only 
where I: her,. 
 
-- way well, I knows? Who is she Wednesday. 
 
-- yet, as Newsday. To top on May. 
 
Usually they are fast and I highly: 
 
We will out 
Plumtree caught me? 
E. Lee. 
Within a year he. 
 
-- manages... maybe. At the. 
 
Lisa Gay. I weigh no more. That, they. 
 
Mr. Sharon Lawrence is a geeky friend. 
 
-- my queue, he said she is seeing at fire there in the Ulster Hall, 
Belfast, on the 20. 
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-- that's so? What is. Why do you, old man. You are? 
 
Ms. Lu. Not yet. We limited her to be read in. No vote. My 
poor car lay along by the. Our Lady area. For a ball. On June 
and low. 
 
Low 
all 
Lee 
song 
love all... 
 
-- the kind of tour, don't you see? Mr. Lewis said about me. See. 
It is a community forms. Our share our office. 
 
But why not, picking at his mustache so. 
 
-- OL, he said. As the news. 
 
He moved to go. 
 
-- well, I see you looking in, he said. Meet you knocking around. 
 
-- yes, Mr. Bloomsday. 
 
-- tell you what, Mr. Boyce said. You might let down my name at 
the funeral, will you? Let me know that I might be able, you see. 
Is it your tea and eco-major and then Warner fell but have to go 
to the bottom. You just in my mean I'm not there, will you? 
 
-- I'll do that, Mr. said, moving to get off. That'll be all right. 
 
-- Ryan, Ms. McCoy said Bradley. They, old man. Although I 
possibly could, well, cool. Just see. He. Boy do. 
 
-- Adam Dunn, is currently. 
 
He had seen on the period. Sophomore. I like my job. We have 
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particularly poor. Leather. Morris, the edges, no action letter 
law. I'll probably let him his fourth out with low regard for 
concert last year and never tired of it from the database. 
 
Mr. Bloom, sterling or impressive street, smile. Manages has just 
got in. Read the article. She carried no. I am not in its way: poor 
little à la. Know that. You and me, you know? In the same boat 
sauce you. You need a bad one. Can't hear the difference? EE 
that way inclined. Against my grandson. I will pass the test. I 
hope that small talk up their networks. Thus she let herself to 
me. Your wife in my life. 
 
Wonder if he taking after me? 
 
Mr. loses it more, I am wondering over color working. Cantrell 
and copper a ginger ale (aromatic). Larry Seo. No, he's going on 
street. Hello. Late tonight: Mrs. Van Van Palmer. Left the 
theater and again. She played last night. No person you are. 
Asking with a woman. Why he committed suicide or more off 
the leash how he used to talk about me being in! I don't live in 
London late in the afternoon in. You were born was by. In the 
story in Vienna. What is the right name is? By Blumenthal is. 
Rachel, is it? No. The scene he was always talking about where 
old-line even recognize that what seems on its face. 
 
-- the ways! It's a boy! Here I need to let his father did I read and 
misery in my arms, let a house of the father and the God of his 
father. Edinburgh Sunday, people. 
 
Poor author which are or may be by go into the room to his 
face. That day! Oh dear! Oh dear to me well, perhaps it was the 
best version. Mr. Blum went around the corner and passed the 
clean up after. They seen it anymore. No time. Wish I had met 
and like fellow. 
 
18 year and her crunchy oats, to be chanting tea. All I regarded 
him as he went by, and then you see In re of course this. Their 
Toronto. Or do! Yeah I know there any with long noses to know 
that. Too cool for words. Still I get to be all right. Yelling Q.: 
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some laugh for a wide link between houses. He happened on 
the same that way. We were rudely. Still I can be very irritating. 
 
Yeah I only need to carry. I just walked into her ear. Only paper. 
 
Yeah And shelter. Your ally of, all letters, all ages, Tyler said, no 
well-known. Leo is known. My figure than on cigarette. Social. 
Shall you find so little that they pass. The home: 
 
Last he died of a mono 
Bob Lala law. 
 
He turned his ministry in, going on some pages, all the Ossetian 
law. No one. Me Terrier. Higher costs. I intended. Care that he 
passed over by quarter is forgotten 87. Soon. Near the Henry 
R./normals, loan, shooting the ball and he very life time, we 
think, watch for a reward. Be assertive. Why is he out of the 
mental lever you open it. When they are living to that will be. Q. 
I know. This is Alice's. And Mr.? Your letter been easy. 
 
Our. Acting as. A yellow flower I have. Not unlike? What did 
she say? 
 
Dear Henry, 
 
I got a letter she had been very much for. I'm sorry you not like 
my last letter. Why do you close the? I'm awfully angry with you 
very do you punish you for that. Calling envoy because they do 
not laugh at the world. The company what you really were eerie 
I be in your home or little known boy? I do wish I could do 
something for you. The time when they were. I have to think 
that you only. Dear Henry, when will he? He used so often you 
have no idea. I never felt myself drawn to the man as you. I feel 
so bad about it. Please write me a long letter and tell me more. 
Remember if you do not wish to thank you. Do you know what I 
will do to you, none boy, you know you all how I've longed to 
meet you. And here, do not deny my request for medication are. 
I tell you all. Goodbye, my darling. It is a headache today and 
might I return to your 
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Martha. 
 
P. S. You tell me what kind of perfume do you use. I want to 
know. 
 
Your are really fun minimal to his almost no information in. 
They are. Anyway because no one here. Were going to destroy 
him down. Then, walking slowly forward, he written letter again, 
Marine here and there were angry with you going you are on a 
surer path to veto the war and how it will want to hear roses 
when we seen and known me all my nonstop wife market for 
me. Having read all from his newspaper and put it back in 55. 
 
The joy. Changes in verse letter. Where did she find herself. 
Doing in the: a girl like me, respectful character. When we 
Sunday after the rosary.: me usual luster. And running water. 
That wrote Molly. I have learned that. The card. Go further next 
time. Knowing why:: DreamWorks, of course. Brutal, why not? 
Try anyhow. At the time. 
 
You still learn how you can out of it are you, in, a? E. on the 
road. Other clothes somewhere: India. The number and they 
always. No roses without thorns. 
 
Oh, Mary and Bob in other words. 
You know what to do 
to keep the heat up. 
 
It? Then. Such a bad headache. After roses probably. Sitting on 
a time. I know that her stomach nerves. What perfume does 
your wife you? I made out a thing like that? 
 
Keep it up. 
 
Marquette, Mary. I thought you were forgot now old master page 
for money. Easy in their house, talking... Also that he slept in the 
home with you. 
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He heated up. 
 
That evening feeling. No more wondering about. Just pull their: 
quiet dust: let everything but. For that. Tell up to you, strange 
customs. The other one, jar head, gained the upper:, all, willing 
to water out of the Wellstone: hole in the wall all asked. My very 
own time goes on matches. She was in the dark fall by. John: 
more and more: all. Minute by: Simon. Long long long area 
 
Going on a road arch each other out, works with leisure and 
work. As you learn away, saying they hear: a wife later than all 
me. 
 
Henry flower. You could care check for 100 pounds in the same 
way. Simple. Laura I once cash your check for 1 million in the 
environment. Josie Lindsay made out of order area still on the 
other brother were are doing now has to change his shirt or 
times a day, they say. Increased by Berman. Now, we know., for 
work, a Pentagon order, no, one in four pence ago quarter. One 
in four and 220:15 about. Yes, exactly. 15 million barrels of 
quarter. 
 
When a terrorist? Young. A millionaire of policy. 
 
An incoming train I'm heavily about it, coat after coat. Bare 
bones in his head: cool corner flaw and turned in by. But all are 
open in his usual low me out, loan together, my last laugh all 
over the little man, a leading role of liquor Baron along why we 
are. 
 
You agree to open the door of all hallows and into the 
worksheet on, far from the company began to pay. Yeah. I have 
tried to wear the point where half later. 
 
They notice on the door. Even by the very Rev. John call me at. 
J. On the key in our nation. They kind of missed new. Wonder 
how they play in two key tiny. For our one-hour open. Select 
fields. By Karen C. Porter. Press a conversion last time they had 
to when he was almost unconscious. The product is the same. 
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Confirm Dr. William J. Walsh D. D. To the true religion. 
When I - museum. Taking the easy with his hand under his 
cheek. Joss takes early. I will. Crown of thorns and cross. Clever 
idea if they are a sham. Chopsticks? Connie: Martin 
Cunningham knows then: distinguished looking. Sorry guy didn't 
work then about getting Molly into the choir says that our army 
who will all but one. Their top that. He's not going out and Luis 
fax me rolling all him to that type lacks, is he? Glasses with tape 
and fantasy, flashing. Like to see them sitting around and agree 
to limits, entrance, listening. Still live. Laugh it up like no, I 
suppose. 
 
The cold smell a sacred stone called him. He dropped the 
words sex, Porsches meteor and entered softly by rear. 
 
Something going on: some of that was all ready. Any so empty. It 
is replaced to be a girl. Who is my neighbor? Jam by our slow 
music. At one minute midnight mass. Seventh Heaven. Woman 
not in the trenches the Crimson altar round their necks, heads 
bowed. A batch now at the altar rail. The priest went along five 
and, Murray, only the age his hands. He stopped at each, took 
out a communion, showing software to (RA in water?) All 
included nearly into her mouth. Patton had in. The next one: a 
small woman. A brief rundown and into her mouth, murdering 
all the time. Laugh. The next one. Shut your eyes in your 
mouth. What? Corp. By period course. I utilize. I verse. 
Hospice to die. They don't seem to chew; only swallow it down. 
One idea: eating in the courts live animals caught to it.  
 
He says I'm watching Nightline now passed down the aisle, one 
by one, and secret places. You efficiency himself in the corner, 
nursing newspaper. The cost we have to wear. The author on 
half will model on our head. They were about him here and 
there, with hits allowed in the altars, we are no inertia. 
Something like those my: if that sort of red: 11 shoe red. Look. 
Not that any of you happy. Lollipop. It does. Yet, read Angels 
and call. It is the idea, he teamed him up by the new feel. First 
he. Hokey Pokey Penny Oma. I feel all life one family car, 
saying her ear, all in the same slim. They do. I'm sure. Not so 
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lonely. In our confraternity. Then on at the readers. Let off 
steam. Being is if you really believe. Lawrence Fuhrer, water and 
oblivion, and now operation, statues bleeding. Own fell asleep 
near the confession talk. Those doors. My feet. They are 
working on. While in pain. Would this time next year. 
 
He thought he stood me up away, well in, and yelling and simple 
for, showing a large gray soul from under the lease of air he had 
on. Suppose he lost his. He wouldn't know what to do. All our 
time. Lebanon is back. N. R. I.? No: I. Eight. S. Malik told me 
one time I asked her. I assume: where no: I suffered, it is. And 
the other one? R. Irondale ran in. 
 
Meet one Sunday after the rosary. Not deny my request. Turn 
off down the flap back. Thus in the line behind her. She might 
be your everything rounder and the other people in a character 
that will turn me on this goal easily see that, carry me, a 
communion every morning. This area shirt. Peter Carey. No, 
your RISD. Didn't care. And just imagine that. I don't know. I 
murder all the time. Those coffers, not a litany for them, there's 
always something shifty looking about. A straight man is either. 
Oh no she's not here: lower: no, no. I waited I is here up and? 
Yes: under the bridge. 
 
The priest was missing out a: they toss off of their party area one. 
Needed more aristocratic network no degree with the use to get 
his poor or sometime better we know how bitterness or Cantrell 
caught me Junior AL (aromatic). Do you then any of it: she 
whine: only other. All home for. I drive quite right: otherwise 
they have no loser worse than another coming along, the perjury. 
We are normal at Europe. IRA. Perfectly right that is. 
 
Mr. looked back for more. Not going to be music. B. And I 
were hearing on her? Old Lynn EU out of me is talk, the rest 
O.: the economy year and a half gardenia Street. Longman on 
Wednesday, is a monster movie. I'll are there are on serving 
first. Price or private? Price, don't keep the all night over. He 
wanted. He stopped. It here and drop. Et al. her picture boys 
against that war. I feel the thrilling air, cool, people will: 
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We will! 
 
I will be limited. Merck.ca: sunglass words. With asphalt mass: 
Gloria in. Little will be uneasy, on our incest pictures while area 
Palestrina for you too. They had a all-time row area healthy to 
chanting, where regular hours, then brewed liquor. They see. 
Researchers. Still, having unique in that fire that was coming it at 
the day. What kind would you? Must be curious to hear after 
their own strongly. Connoisseurs. Posting will feel anything after 
your Qaeda. No worry. I'll last Sunday? One, tall, long way. 
Who knows? You need. One way out of it. 
 
He thought he is down at the altar and the about level people. 
All the sooner. Mr. Moon glanced about him and this, over the 
written. Stand up at the dock will. They all know I may be in 
your quietly in bed. The creaking and all, will be prone, and he 
in a way after each other. Then he began to read all our old 
 
-- oh God, are you nursery... 
 
Mr.for customer. English. Run alone. I remember signing. How 
long since the last mass? Lawyer and immaculate Virgin. Joseph 
or spouse. Peter and Paul. Mark and he is understood what it 
was all about. One organization certainly, like clockwork. 
Convention. Everyone wants to. Their son-in-law. 10. Honestly, 
we. Great weapon in their hands. One doctor or solicitor. 
Woman dying to. And I she she she she she she she she. Do 
you cha-cha-cha cha-cha-cha? NYC? Look down and agree to 
find an excuse. Whispering downfall years. Then learn to a 
surprise. A little joke. There she comes. D. Lovely sheen. Read 
and alter. The area in hell Mary. Our comment, handles 
melting. Higher lessons. I currently imitation. Former prostitute 
will threaten me eerie how the Lord. Where a tax bills must be: 
they work the whole show. And on a regular money to? The 
class author: to the key. Key. For the time being and absolute 
discretion. Masses for their oh my soul to be set to open doors. 
Monastery, comments. Priests in Paraná will pay in the witness 
box. No browbeating him. He had cancer after everything. 
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Liberty will take him of our holy mother Church. The doctors of 
the church: and now our whole theology. 
 
He pray: 
 
-- Michael, are you, defend us in our conflict. VIC card into the 
distance near the devil (may God restrain him, humbly pray): 
and do thou, okay, I've are and how in those other movies he or 
she wandered through the world of the soul. 
 
The priest then I stood up and walked out. All over. The 
women remained high: they give me. 
 
They're showing along. The. Come around with the later half. 
Hey releaser duty. He stood up. Hello. Where those two 
buttons of my lease of a little time. Women enjoy it. And no 
aikido. Why didn't he tell you more. No telling. But me. Excuse, 
Ms., there (!) Just a (!) Well. Where a certain time, I am not. 
Glimpses of the moon. Don't let a better tie. New job that wasn't 
further south. Epoque, it's really me, Downey on the door into 
the life. He stood a moment and see radical black marble all 
while Oregon I can chew worshipers and earned him in the Loki 
pulling water. Trends: car dieter: widow are we. Notice because I 
am in mourning myself. He covered itself. How time? Or half. 
China yet. But it is a. Where is our guest, alas. See Lincoln 
Place. Can rarely knew. The meeting will be a nurse to have a 
sister. Allison Long, founded in the year that was. Even the 
church are near. This is Sunday. 
 
He walked off on long wetland road. The recipe is in the other 
authors. Oh, and I forgot that last. When his funeral there. Oh 
well ha ha well, it's not his fault. On Monday I didn't need a 
laugh? Wait. Changes are her remember. Her Cinema enlisted 
in one second. Only in in the prescription spoke. 
 
The canister vac page after page. Any show now he seems to. 
Conference call. In all. Quest for the lost resume. I often your 
age you after mental excitement. Artie your wife? Reaction. A 
lifetime in the night. Gradually change your character. Listening 
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all day on earth, when, disinfectants. I to really talk. Wonder and 
pestle. All. Yes. Full. Laura. A very. Now almost you're invited 
to his doorbell. Chirac. He ought to defend himself in. Bless you 
where your motion. The earth so that I can earn himself a a plot. 
Simple. Once the careful. Enough stuff your chloroform. Test: 
turn blue litmus paper read. Oh. Overdose while the. Sleepy 
routes. Love the tree. Our core hobby sura that call. Often for a 
loan. When the only curious. Really see where you least a 
second. Letter of nature. 
 
-- a fortnight ago, sir? 
 
-- yes, Mr. Bloomsday. 
 
UA right-hander, in Hindi we are, dusty dry snow on a. Lifetime 
see in telling your ACC. 
 
-- see on oil and kicked her in me, Mr. said, and the orange 
flower water... 
 
If anything makers in Philadelphia by glass Erie 
 
-- and Weinglass also, he said. 
 
Regarding our eyes. Looking at me, as she upped her eye, 
Spanish, smelling herself, when I was facing millions of my 
thoughts. The only recipes are often less: strawberries if he: no 
than rainwater: polio that they seek to learn. He. What it will 
mean funds, of Albany was it? Had only one skin. Beautiful yet.. 
Rehab. Works, onions and temples make it worse. When one 
person too. What perfumed this door? Post it on. That orange 
flower. Here you're so. Wire is so fresh. I know he does have 
very kind it out for more. I'm on. And you thought. We are it 
will any. I a nice girl. Also I think I had. You know you're going. 
Her order. By his own. The unit is. He'll crash in all day. You 
know you're wrong. 
 
-- yes, sir, said. That was the one time. I run all? 
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-- no, Mr. Bloomsday. Media, please. I'll call later in day and I'll 
take one of those those. How much are they? 
 
-- warheads, sir. 
 
Mr. Ricci. See anywhere. 
 
-- update this one, he said. Then he read in any. 
 
-- yes, sir, McKenna said. You can pay altogether, sir, when you 
come back. 
 
--, Mr. Bloomsday. 
 
Additional of the shop, the newspaper ran under his armpit, 
cool wrapper so it is left-handed. You paragraph NRA is a Lions 
voice in him say: 
 
-- hello, Lou, what the best news is that today? Children in area 
 
Shakeup in the Senate again, I do! Long hole up with it. To look 
younger. He looked long. And then I am. 
 
SN lines go blackmail the Verizon will bat. Once afresh to. Take 
off the router. Warning, I used your so? Dan on his shoulders. 
Now were willing. 
 
-- I will see about that French forces running today, I want my 
day. Where are you? 
 
The Russell plea pages, definition I thought. Armitage. However 
you're losing hair. But even the paper and get shot of him. 
 
-- you can keep it, Mr. Bloomsday. 
 
--. Cool. We, as online mother. I know. Maximum the second. 
 
-- I was just going to throw it away, Mr. Bloomsday. 
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MSN Lyons raises I suddenly engineered new. 
 
-- what's that? Is China Wednesday. 
 
-- I say keep it, Mr. answer. Is going to run away a moment. 
 
Batson lines down instant, leaving: I thrust out spreadsheets back 
on Mr. Bloom's arm. 
 
-- always it, he said. Here, thanks. 
 
Is that a word commonly corner. Not that. 
 
Mr. blue: the sheet again to any square losses okay, smiling. 
Kelly went back. Any. We often lately. Messenger boy stealing to 
put on expense. Raffle for large tender turkey. Christmas dinner. 
2090 young women go off to America. Each hotel now. They 
never come back. Last half of each. 
 
He walked carefully tore them off of the bath. Remind you of 
the month, when they were, and minaret. Call sports today I see. 
You guys a horseshoe poster over the gate of College Park: I 
doesn't know a leprechaun pot. Yasser Arafat. Now if they had 
me round the wheel. In this post: sports, sports, sports: an 
update: college. Something catchy eye. 
 
It lowers any worthwhile. Keep in mind: I take a turn in manner, 
not. How do you do, Mr. Hornblower? How do you do, sir? 
 
Only whether really. If I was always like that. Whether. Center 
out under such a period over after over. Out. They can't fight 
here. For six wickets. Still Over broke a window in the killed are 
a Street club with a squared away. I know there are more in line. 
It was all me were a crappy when McCarthy took the floor. He 
lay. Won't last. Always passing, stream of life, which is why the 
trace is dear than them all. 
 
Enjoy our Olin clean trough of water cool, cool and now, a 
gentle tapestry. This is my body. 
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PeopleSoft got my client is at full, naked, in a warm,-no, only 
way, Utah and then you go over and say, for a slightly upward, 
Lenin yellow: this needle,/: comments are tangled curls of the 
worst flooding, floating hair streamed around the father of 
thousands, of Lynnwood will be lower. 

 
 
 


